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Chapter 1

AUTOMATION OF TABLE DETECTION IN COURT FILES USING
CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
PAWEŁ BARANOWSKI a), b) , ADRIAN STĘPNIAK a)
b)

a)
Institute of Economic and Financial Research
Department of Econometrics, Faculty of Economics and Sociology, University of Lodz

The court records contain up to 1 million of pages, while only a few pages contain important data for economists. In this paper we focus on tables in court documents, which are especially informative, for example contain economic and financial data (such as accounting books, balance sheets, profit and loss accounts, statements of fixed assets, purchase and sale registers, account entries, bank statements,
financial analyses and forecasts and much more.). Generally speaking, all financial
data can be presented in tabular form, and due to this fact it becomes important to
quickly search through such documents. Business process automation solutions can
be used to facilitate every day work with these documents rather than manual
searching thousands of pages. In this article we propose such a machine learning
model for automatic detection of tables in court files. For this purpose, we use unstructured data in the form of grayscale images (scans) of the court file. First, over
1000 pages were manually annotated depending on the presence of the table within
the page. We then apply an convolution artificial neural network model in order to
perform binary classification of the pages. Overall, we show that table detection by
a human can be replicated by an artificial neural network. Experiments carried out
on a self-prepared data set showed that medium size networks are a good compromise between the computing complexity of these networks and their predictive
capabilities (accuracy 97%-98%) and without the need to use the high computing
power of advanced computers they can give very good results. This means our tool
can applied in-house even by smaller organizations.
Keywords: computer vision, document processing, classification, deep learning
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1. Introduction
Following the technological development, we observe a growing volume documents processed. Unfortunately, many of the documents have been archived in
a form of raw image rather than highly structured document. This makes the issue
of automatic structuring image-documents appealing. Typical image processing
techniques are: noise reduction, skew correction, optical character recognition
(including hand-writing recognition) and broad range of feature recognition methods (including image segmentation, detection and classification). This paper presents a machine learning approach to image detection within court files. Tables in
court documents are especially informative, for example contain economic and
financial data (such as accounting books, balance sheets, profit and loss accounts,
statements of fixed assets, purchase and sale registers, account entries, bank statements, financial analyses and forecasts and much more.). Generally speaking, all
financial data can be presented in tabular form, and due to this fact it becomes
important to quickly search through such documents. Given the volume of the files
(up to 1 million pages), manual search is infeasible. For this reason we build a convolutional neural network model aimed in binary classification of single scanned
pages. More specifically we analyse whether the table is present inside the scanned
page in grayscale given as an input. Overall, our empirical analysis shows that
satisfactory out-of-sample predictive power can be achieved, even if the both input
image size and the model size are relatively small.
2. Document processing and table detection - overview
Typically, well-structured documents (e.g. in a XML format) have already
annotated tables. Unfortunately, this is not the case of Polish court files, which are
provided in an unstructured form (electronic, such as PDFs, but often only paper
files are available). In this case document processing may be performed by using
either text content, after optical character recognition process, or graphical images.
As the first approach is prone to OCR errors and does not use additional features
such as vertical or horizontal borders or bolded headers, we prefer to use graphical
content. This approach is typically used to extract interesting features from documents, including table detection. However, several studies exploit textual content,
especially look for regular spaces or tabs between the words inside a table
(e.g. Fang et. al., 2011) or specific text leading or following the table (e.g. Harit
and Bansal, 2012).
Even if we use full images to detect tables, a several methods can be used. In
this paper follow most of recent studies (e.g. Schreiber et al. 2017, Paliwal et al.
2019), which uses statistical modelling and neural networks for table detection.
These methods are fairly robust and offer good accuracy, however, they require
large computational power and for a long time their development in practice was
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limited by hardware constraints. Currently, given the development of technology,
especially increasing computational power of graphics processing units (GPUs)
larger models became available for computer vision problems (e.g. Goodfellow et
al. 2016, Chen et al. 2014).
3. Dataset description
The dataset consists of 1082 grayscale scans of pages of court documents. The
data were obtained from the volumes of court case files processed by court experts
in economic cases. A single observation corresponds to one scanned page in JPG
format. Dataset has been manually annotated using two classes – pages with at
least one table and pages not containing them at all. Overall, 31% of the pages
contained a table while the remaining 69% did not. In order to verify out-of-sample
predictive abilities, the dataset was then randomly split into training and testing
data in the ratio 80% / 20%. This split was ‘frozen’ in order to provide comparability between the models.
The tables in the documents are diverse. They come from several different
court cases. Figure 1 provides examples of pages from the dataset annotated as
containing a table (sensitive data in the table are covered with a black rectangles).

Figure 1. Examples of pages in the dataset.
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4. Method
In this paper we use convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which are suited
to deal with image classification. These neural networks use layers with a number
convolution filters along with pooling (image aggregation to lower size) (see:
LeCun et al. 1990, LeCun et al. 1998). Each convolutional filter is aimed to detect
specific shape, e.g. vertical lines, circles or rectangular borders. On the other hand,
pooling layers reduce the size, so that subsequent layers respond to larger fragments
of a source image. The overview of the general CNN architecture is provided
by Figure 2.

Figure 2. Convolutional Neural Network architecture.

Let us provide the details of our empirical setup. First, we use the input data is
provided in grayscale. This reduces the computational complexity of the model
without losing its effectiveness. Consequently, we use one input layer with a size
equal to height • width of an input image. These inputs take values normalised to
(0, 1) interval.
Second, we use 3 to 5 sequences of hidden layers (each represented by a convolution followed by pooling), which were followed by a densely (fully-connected)
connected layer. The rectified linear activation function (ReLU) has always been
used as an activation function between the hidden layers (see: Lau, Lim 2018). In
pooling (subsampling) layers maximum has always been used, which typically
gives better results than other transformations, such as the average.
Third, our model is designed to binary classification and should predict
a probability of a table being present inside the input image, similarly to wellknown discrete dependent variable regression (e.g. Cameron, Trivedi 2005, Finlay
2010), Consequently, we use a single neuron with a sigmoid activation function on
the output.
Finally, we put an additional, densely connected layer between the last hidden
layer and an output layer. The dropout is applied to 10% of the connections between the fully connected layer and output neuron. The dropout works similarly to
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regularisation in traditional machine learning models (Hinton et al. 2012) and prevents from model overfitting.
In Figure 3 the architecture of one of the models being prepared is presented.
It consists of an input layer, three hidden layers (where the hidden layer is the conv
and pool layers connected next to each other), a densely connected layer and an
output layer.

Figure 3. Convolutional Neural Network architecture.

5. Experiments and results
The research was focused on the selection of remaining details of the model
architecture (called hyperparameters). For this reason, we carefully choose the size
of the input image, number of hidden layers, number of filters in each of the convolutional layers, size of the pooling windows in the pooling layers.
The models were trained on a workstation equipped with a Graphic Processing
Unit (RTX 2070, 8 GB), which allowed the use of the CUDA library (this made the
training of one model last about 10 minutes). Architectures of individual models
were designed using Python programming language version 3.7 with the use of Tensorflow and Keras libraries. All networks have been trained for 19 epochs, which
takes ca. 15 minutes and seems enough to get the models fully trained.
The hyperparameter choice is done empirically, that is, a set of neural network
models with different hyperparameters values have been prepared. The results of
each model are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Performance of the models in the train and test sample.
Image
shape

Number of filters in
conv. layers

200x200
324x324
324x324
324x324
400x400

64 - 64 - 64 - 64
32 - 64 – 64 – 64 - 64
40 - 128 – 64 - 64
40 - 64 – 64 – 64 - 64
32 - 64 – 64 – 64 - 32

Number
of neurons in
the last layer
320
250
320
250
250

Stride
4x4
3x3
4x4
3x3
3x3

Source: own calculations
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Accuracy
(train | test)

Recall new
(train | test)

0.988 | 0.944
0.972 | 0.972
0.998 | 0.930
0.987 | 0.967

0.987 | 0.962
0.944 | 0.982
0.999 | 0.898
0.979 | 0.936

0.988 | 0.972

0.987 | 0.982

Given relatively high complexity of neural networks (up to 0.6 million of parameters) and possibility to overfit, we focus on the model performance in the test
sample. The results of the experiments shown in Table 1 indicate that the models
have a high or very high predictive ability. The best models in the test sample
turned out to be the second and the fifth one, which received a 324 x 324 or
400 x 400 image at the input and have five hidden layers followed by 250 neurons
in the last layer. These models provide accuracy 97% and recall 94-98% in test
sample. In these models, good performance achieved in both test and training sample, which shows that the models prediction can generalized out of the sample. On
the contrary, the third model is an example of overfitting (possibly due to excess
number of neurons at the last layer), providing almost perfect accuracy in the training sample and relatively poor performance in the test sample (that is, the lowest
accuracy among the models shown in Table 1).
In order to keep the results section concise, we provide only the best models,
but other experiments have also been carried out. A model with 3 hidden layers
was also tested, but the accuracy of such models was lower than that of models
with 4 or 5 hidden layers. In order to verify the robustness of the proposed models,
we also attempted to manipulate the general setup of the architecture, including:
1) applying average-pooling instead of max-pooling,
2) using tanh (hyperbolic tangent) activation function between the hidden layers
neurons,
3) disabling dropout between the fully connected and the output layer.
Unfortunately, these modification were unsuccessful, as they worsen the accuracy,
especially in the test sample.
5. Conclusions
The paper verifies how extent manual (human-based) table annotation can be
replicated by an artificial neural network, and presents the method of table detection using the convolutional neural networks. Experiments carried out on a selfprepared data set showed that medium size networks are a good compromise
between the computing complexity of these networks and their predictive capabilities. Overall, the accuracy of the model is high (97%) and this results can be
achieved without using high computing power of advanced computers. Therefore,
the tool offered in the paper can applied in-house even by smaller organisations.
Finally, it seems that that such results may be achieved even with images of relatively low resolution (that is, size of 324 x 324 pixels or 400 x 400 pixels).
Further research should focus on testing how medium size convolutional neural networks will cope with larger and more diverse datasets (i.e. shape, colour,
size of tables on the page). Another way to improve the system may also be to use
a semi supervised learning approach, for example in the form of convolutional
encoder-decoder model (Masci et al., 2011). This model allows to use very large
sample of images, even if only a small fraction of the dataset has labels (which
requires manual annotation).
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Chapter 2

SYNERGY OF STRATEGIES AND ITS MEASURES INCLUDED
IN MARKETING DASHBOARDS AS THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE BEST PRACTICES
GRAŻYNA GOLIK-GÓRECKA
Marketing Department,
Faculty of Management, University of Lodz
The purpose of the article is to identify synergies of strategies and
implementation of best practices in business management. At the beginning,
attention was drawn to the broad concept of the strategy synergy. It was important to
capture the synergy of both classic and virtual company strategies. Looking from the
perspective of managerial activity, it must be stated that there are no simple and
lasting solutions to effectiveness and strategic problems. Therefore, the issue of
indicators and KPIs which are many, and the problem of measurement accuracy are
important. Analyzing various measures that will assess the implementation of not
only the synergy of strategies but also best practices, we can say that the
measurement is equally important for both managers and scientists. If companies are
to implement e.g. customer relationship strategies, brands or innovations, they must
integrate their measurements. This is made possible by marketing analytics included
in dashboards. To present the discussed solutions, an attempt will be made to present
the analytical and practical examples of marketing dashboards in the process of
implementing best practices.
Keywords: synergy of strategies, concepts and canons of best practices, marketing
analytics, marketing indicators, dashboards - managerial and analytical dashboards
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1. Introduction
Marketing synergy means that the marketing mix ensures overall
effectiveness. For example, by taking advantage of the opportunity that allows you
to increase the use of existing marketing and distribution devices, you may be able
to increase sales revenue without causing a proportional increase in costs. The
pursuit of synergy is practiced by most companies in the world.
2. Concept - identification of synergies in marketing strategies. Types and
effects of strategy synergy, positive and negative effects
There are 3 characteristics that are listed as indispensable elements of any
good strategy, they are: simplicity, internal consistency, external consistency.
The simplicity of the strategy says that the strategy should consist of several
key choices and have a key goal. A simple strategy will allow easy communication
with the environment, it will be understandable and easily assimilable by people,
because it is very important that the participants of the organization fully
understand the strategy according to which they are to act. Simplicity is also a good
element affecting the motivations of employees who know what they are striving
for and put more effort into their work. In terms of internal consistency, it is
important that the company's choices are mutually coherent and strengthened. It is
about the company should be faithful to the key assumptions made and make all
other decisions in relation to them. The last feature that sets a good strategy is
external consistency. This feature means that the activities undertaken by the
company should be adequate to the prevailing market trends, correspond to
demographic changes and general changes in the environment. All these elements
have a direct impact on the company's environment, therefore it is very important
to consider it during choosing a strategy [5].
Synergy means that the combination of the relevant components that make up
the company allow to achieve greater effects than adding up their performance
separately, a.o. merger. The effect of organized teamwork is greater than the sum
of the effects of individual actions of members. As a result of synergy, an
organizational effect is created, which is an average surplus of benefits, attributable
to a member of the team cooperating with other people, as compared to the benefit
achievable in individual action. The group is able to achieve the desired effects,
however, it requires appropriate selection of its members (elimination of dominant
individualities) and proper team management. Work synchronization, appropriate
division of roles and responsibilities will allow the team to function properly.
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2.1. Positive and negative effects of synergy
The synergy effect is the main reason for creating teams. The situation, in
which the effect generated by the team is greater than the sum of the effects
generated by the units (2 + 2 = 5) can be identified as the effect of positive
synergy. Together we obtain "added value", as a results from the combination of
efforts, knowledge, skills and experience of individuals.
There is also a negative synergy effect. The situation in which the effect
generated by the team is smaller than the sum of the effects generated by the units
(2 + 2 = 3). Such an effect may result from ineffective teams, organizational units
that lack strategic alignment, poorly functioning joint efforts. Bad effects are the
result of a lack of understanding between team members, who are not able to make
a joint decision, because everyone wants to convince the rest of own opinion. Team
members follow "their own paths" recognizing their own infallibility, regardless of
the opinions of others, what causes disorder in the team. Synergy can be positive
and negative for both a given system and external systems. In the case of negative
synergy for the social system, is sometimes used the term dyssynergy [1, 6].
The another interpretation of negative synergy effect proposes M. Rawski
Negative synergy, i.e. the so-called Apollo effect, is based on the assumption that
despite using several strategies at the same time, they do not produce the intended
effect. This is not a win-win situation for the company. Strategies are mutually
exclusive and their potential is not fully used, which means that the company may
not seize the opportunities and limit the threats. Positive synergy creates beneficial
situations for the enterprise. The interacting strategies complement each other,
which leads to the maximum realization of opportunities and reduction of threats [7].
Types of synergies measured relative to the effects of functional activities:
• Synergy of marketing: occurs when the existing price, place, promotion
support each other. Compatibility of existing products on the market with
new products is created.
• Production synergy: it occurs when new production uses the capabilities,
technological skills and human resources of existing products.
• Research and development synergy: occurs when existing R&D centers
(facilities) can be used to create new production.
• Financial synergy: occurs when increased net revenues can be obtained
for a level of investment or a decrease in the level of investment is required
for a level of remuneration.
According to V. Hattangadi, as already mentioned - the pursuit of synergy is
practiced by most companies in the world [3]. The meeting rooms are full of
brainstorming sessions on how to collaborate more effectively. Cross-industry
teams are formed to develop key charts of accounts, coordinate product
development, and disseminate best practice. Moreover, the author emphasizes that
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Marketing Synergy means that the marketing mix ensures overall effectiveness.
For example, by taking advantage of an opportunity to increase the use of existing
marketing and distribution equipment, it may be possible to increase sales revenue
without causing a commensurate increase in costs [3]. In contrast, financial
synergies relate to improving the financial ratios of the combined business, such as
revenue, debt capacity, cost of capital, profitability, etc. Examples of positive
financial synergies include: Increased revenue through a larger customer base,
lower costs through streamlined operations, harmony of talent and technology [3].
2.2. Advantages and disadvantages of strategy synergy
Advantages:
• increasing operational efficiency and use of available resources
• improving organization inside the company
• reduction of costs (production, research and development, promotion,
supply)
• increasing market coverage
• reduction of expenses in the company resulting from merging departments
• elimination of duplication means
Disadvantages:
• sometimes quick rewards can bring long-term losses
• after disclosing the know-how, our co-partner may become a competitor
• responsibility is dispersed
• conformity
In the theory and practice of mergers and acquisitions, the term "synergy" is
on the one hand an important analytical term, and on the other is too often a kind of
empty slogan, repeated without deep reflection by practitioners and theorists.
Identifying synergies in mergers and acquisitions has two purposes. The first is the
ex ante identification of the conditions for creating synergies, attempts to develop
methods for its direct creation and methods for measuring it more or less precisely.
The second goal is to identify and measure the ex post synergy effect after the
merger or acquisition process. It is important to ask the following questions:
1. How future synergies in enterprises are identified and analyzed?
2. Is it possible to increase the ability to predict, how synergies effect will arise in
companies?
The above questions are valid at all stages of the strategy implementation,
apart from the ex post evaluation phase of this process. The purpose of the article is
to provide an initial answer to the above questions in relation to the stage of
strategy creation, as well as when it is already assessed and its effects. An in-depth
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interpretation of the concept of synergy allows for a more precise definition of the
effects of strategy implementation at each stage. In general, the full assessment and
possible measurement would require an analysis of all possible interactions within
individual areas of enterprise impacts and interactions between areas.
In the last case, the first step was an attempt to identify the relationship between
perspectives under the Strategic Scorecard [11]. An example is the publication of
G. Golik-Górecka “Marketing and financial interface in marketing analytics.
Theory and practice.” [2]. The card MBSC (Marketing Balanced Scorecard)
allows you to control performance with predetermined indicators, the whole is
connected by causal relationships, a change in the result of any of the indicators
causes a change in the result of both the category and the entire card. It is
dominated in 4 perspectives by key indicators such as: financial perspective (ROI,
ROM, ROJI, ROMI, total sales value and sales value in a given channel), customer
perspective (number of new customers, customer loss rate, customer value, revenue
share existing customers), business growth perspective (increasing market share,
brand awareness, brand penetration, brand value), marketing perspective (number
of orders, time invested by employees for the project, visibility of marketing
activities - increasing awareness of the company's offer) [2]. An important
challenge for business owners and managers is to determine the best development
concept, which translates into determining the best strategy variant. There, the
theory and practice was included, in which both the Strategic Scorecard and MBSC
were presented, and a further solution such as analytical or managerial dashboards.
Further in the article, will be presented both the concept and possible analyzes
of best practices in marketing case studies. The implementation of goals in
dashboards as well as measures of implementation of the best practices in
implementing the marketing strategy were presented along with the abovementioned synergy effect of the strategy measured in relation to the effects of
functional activity.
2.3. The concept of analyzing best practices according to various publications
Literature studies have shown various publications, among others where
J. Sterne proposes a model for analyzing best practices in marketing including key
performance indicators in marketing, which vary depending on the specifications
of the area of responsibility [8].
• Brand (satisfaction, brand capital, brand preference, brand image, brand
loyalty)
• Product (customer satisfaction, market share, price flexibility, overall sales,
sales per distribution channel)
• Public relations (mentions in the media, interviews on television)
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•
•

•

Development of business contacts (number of new business partners per
month, commitment of a given partner in a month, turnover per partner,
sales through a given channel)
Advertising (the frequency of the advertisement, the reach of the
advertisement, point measurement of the effectiveness of the
advertisement)
Promotion (sales revenues in relation to the costs of promotional
activities).

The literature also proposes to measure the best practices in marketing using
measures related to the overall economic condition and market position of the
enterprise. These criteria are (together with the measures given in brackets) [10]:
• Market position (level and dynamics of market share, level and dynamics
of sales within 3-5 years)
• Economic condition (level and dynamics of net profit within 3-5 years,
level and dynamics of sales profitability within 3-5 years)
• Goodwill (company's market value understood as the number of shares
traded multiplied by their price in 3-5 years).
On the other hand, D. Woodburn notes that the measurement of marketing
effects should focus on three main categories: strategy, marketing, and the
relationship of marketing with core operations. In addition, are also indicated
components of measuring the effects of the enterprise's activities, i.e. resources,
processes, products or services as well as finances [9].
Based on a review of the literature on the subject, you can find proposals for
a procedure for measuring best practices in marketing, which is presented below in
Fig 1. Both the concept of marketing goals and the measurement methods assigned
to them are known in the literature on the subject, taking into account the volume
of the article their description has been shortened.
The starting point for the assessment of the best practices in marketing should
be the strategic (business) goals of the enterprise, on the basis of which the
measures of effectiveness of the introduced solution are determined. Then,
marketing goals are expressed using specific values of established measures KPI
(Key Performance Indicator). The next step is to compare the effects of best
marketing practices (MBP) with marketing and business goals. The final stage is
the reference of obtained results to the situation in the industry. KPIs must be
properly selected for our purposes. They cannot be too many, and above all they
cannot be mutually exclusive.
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Figure 1. The procedure for measuring the best practices in marketing
Source: Żabińska T., Żabiński L. (red.), Koncepcje marketingu a praktyki zarządzania,
AE, Katowice 2007, s. 160.

3. Practical presentation of the best practices for the enterprise vs. marketing
analytics - presenting the synergy of strategies included in dashboards
These theoretical considerations are reflected in the practice of Polish
enterprises, e.g. LPP - clothing manufacturer.
The company has implemented the Good Practice Charter according to
standards of Good Practice by Warsaw Stock Exchange.
The Vision, mission and value of the company is: “our everyday work and
influence the way we function. They define our DNA, who we are and what drives
our conduct every day. They are our guideline showing our approach to customers,
employees, business partners and all shareholders.” [12]. The Mission is “We help
our customers to express their emotions and realize their dreams through the way
they look and feel.” The Vision of the company is: “passion drives us forward,
making our company the best fashion retailer in the world” [12].
The strategy of the company has been invariably based on three pillars for
several years:
• the development of our 5 clothing brands,
• foreign expansion and expansion of the brick-and-mortar retail chain, and
• development of online stores by increasing their availability in other
countries.
The main goal of company is to become a global company whose brands are
globally recognizable [12].
The dashboard presents changes in the level of likes on the three most
important social networks - Facebook, Instagram and Youtube. Definitely the most
popular website is Facebook, where each of the five brands has the largest number
of fans. Thanks to the data presented, we can also see that each brand has an
increase in the number of likes or observations from year to year [4].
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Analyzing the above data, it can be concluded that the number of likes and
observations in social media is to some extent correlated with the company's
revenues. We can observe a correlation that as the level of sales increases, the
number of likes and observations also increases. This proves that customers who
have made purchases in selected stores signed by LPP are becoming loyal
customers and want to keep track of all changes and news in selected stores.
The Reserved brand achieves the best results both on Facebook and on
Instagram, which is reflected in the total sales generated for the company. The
situation is different in the case of the Cropp brand, which compared to others
recorded the most subscriptions on the YouTube channel, thus leaving brands such
as Reserved, House and Mohito behind.
The highest revenues for the company are generated by the first one created
under LPP S.A. Reserved brand. It independently generated over 40% of revenues
for the company (both in 2017 and 2018). Only later did Cropp rank with a result
of around 14%. The smallest income at the moment is brought by the Sinsay brand,
which is the youngest brand, but also very popular, which is confirmed by the
number of observations on Instagram and Youtube. Despite its young age, the
brand has overtaken LPP's longtime brands such as Mohito and House.

Figure 2. Dashboard in financial terms for LPP S.A.
Source: Morawska M. ,Stefaniak A., Stolarczyk M. „Marketing analysis-brand values
versus relationships with customers.” in : The marriage of science and business -the best
practice of the marketing management in Polish and international enterprises.- Case study,
edited by G. Golik-Górecka, University of Lodz Publishing House, Lodz 2020, p.84.
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In the pictures: Figure 2, 3, and 4 were presented dashboards in terms of
marketing and in financial terms for LPP Spółka Akcyjna. They can also be
combined, they can also show the formation of various indicators that prove the
implementation of a given strategy. They make it possible to monitor the
implementation of the strategy synergy as well as control its results.

Figure 3. Dashboard in terms of marketing for LPP S.A.
Source: Morawska M. ,Stefaniak A., Stolarczyk M. „Marketing analysis-brand values
versus relationships with customers.” in : The marriage of science and business -the best
practice of the marketing management in Polish and international enterprises.- Case study,
edited by G.Golik-Górecka, University of Lodz Publishing House, Lodz 2020, p. 88.

Adopted by the company strategy, which focused on the three most important
pillars (development of its five brands, foreign expansion and expansion of the
stationary commercial network, and development of online stores) brings the
continuous development of the company and noticeably increasing sales revenue
from year to year. The company successively increases the number of stores of its
brands every year, and thus notes an increase in retail space. What's more, we can
also see an annual increase in net sales revenues of 1-2 mld PLN and a significant
increase in revenues from e-commerce sales, which definitely shows that the
strategy adopted by the company is most accurate.
A factor that can also have a significant impact on the permanent development
of the company and increase in revenues is customer loyalty and the growing
number of fans in social media (Facebook, Instagram, Youtube) every year, which
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means that the brand can easily and quickly provide information about new
collections, sales and events for a very wide audience.

Figure 4. Dashboard by market for LPP S.A.
Source: Morawska M. ,Stefaniak A., Stolarczyk M. „Marketing analysis-brand values
versus relationships with customers.” in : The marriage of science and business -the best
practice of the marketing management in Polish and international enterprises.- Case study,
edited by G.Golik-Górecka, University of Lodz Publishing House , Łodz 2020, p. 95.

The presented results confirm the implementation of various strategies such as
product development, sales, development of multichannel distribution, therefore,
strategy synergy as well as a model for analyzing the best marketing practices
including key indicators of marketing achievement are being implemented. And
here should be mentioned the other measures mentioned above and quoted after
J. Stern:
• Brands (satisfaction, brand capital, brand preference, brand image, brand
loyalty)
• Product (customer satisfaction, market share, price flexibility, overall
sales, sales per distribution channel)
• Public relations (mentions in the media, interviews on television)
• Development of business contacts (number of new business partners per
month, sales via a given channel)
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From the data contained in dashboards in financial and market terms it can be
concluded which strategies the company implements, e.g. strategies for increasing
market share and product development. increase in revenues resulting from both
customer loyalty and the development of foreign markets, a strategy of a snap hook
(which means that LPP brand deals are prepared in such a way that the customer
assesses whether he is interested or not.) The LPP company actively uses up selling
and cross selling techniques. Each LPP brand has a different target group, and thus
also a different nature of marketing campaigns. The company has also specified
various communication channels for each brand [4].
4. Conclusion
The goal set out in this article has been achieved, the answer to the first
question is an indication of the possibility of using both Marketing Balanced
Scorecard, as well as managerial and analytical dashboards giving greater
possibilities of monitoring and controlling the synergy of strategies, and getting to
know the best marketing practices in detail. The answer to the second question also
boils down to increasing the possibility of predicting the emerging synergy effects
in companies thanks to the creation of dashboards in real time. Furthermore, the
procedure for measuring the best practices in marketing was used in both of the
practical examples presented.
On the basis of all data analyses, strategies, activities, the system of
connections and dependencies carried out in these case studies, it is possible to
indicate a very high effectiveness of the actions taken against the background of
the marketing and strategic goals. This success results from the skilful combination
of chosen strategies and consistency in integrated marketing communication. All
activities related to the implementation of various strategies led to a positive
synergy effect in presented examples, i.e. strengthening and intensifying the tasks
and challenges undertaken to achieve the company's development and growth both
on the local and global market.
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Chapter 3

CONTROLLING OF THE OPERATING PARAMETERS OF
THE MILKING UNIT
EWA GOLISZ, ADAM KUPCZYK
Institute of Mechanical Engineering, Warsaw University of Life Sciences (SGGW)
There are many ways of obtaining milk, from simple ones (manual milking) to
complex processes (mechanization, automation, robotization) that require gathering
and processing of data about cows, which are necessary to manage a herd and the
performance of milking machine. The aim of paper was to present the own research
results on cow milking and the milking unit. Mathematical model of drops and
variations of vacuum and a model of vacuum optimisation in the milking unit were
built. As part of preliminary research, a cow was examined with a polygraph, which
has indicated the possibility to improve the collection of data about the cow.
A summary of these works is included in Patent: “Method of controlling the
working pressure of a mechanical milking machine in real time”. The study are
within scope methods of data processing and analysis.
Keywords: milk, milking unit, vacuum drop, controlling

1. Introduction
Milk is a unique animal foodstuff which has no substitute in the nature. It
contains approx. 250 chemical compounds. Milk is the source of complete protein,
which is regarded as the most abundant source of both nutritional and functional
components in a diet composed of easily digestible fat, fat-soluble vitamins (A, D,
E, K), and mineral substances: phosphorus and calcium, present at a high
concentration. The compounds included in milk not only play an great role in
nutrition but are also important for the prevention of many common human
diseases [24].
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The obtaining of milk from cows (milking) is the most labour-intensive
process that takes over 50% of the time spent on animal handling. It may be carried
out manually or mechanically. During manual milking, overpressure is created in
the duct of the massage teat [14]. Currently it is common to use equipment that
allow for mechanization of the process, from bucket milking machines to robots. If
the cows are tethered, can and pipe milking machines are used, and if the cows are
maintained free, then milking robots and halls are applied. Mechanical milking
above all reduces the labour intensity of the milking process and increases the
number of cows milked per unit of time. The principle of mechanical milking in
contemporary milking machines is based on the use of time-variable vacuum. It
can be distinguished two basic cycles: suction and massage [14]. The most
advanced technology currently used for milk yielding is represented by the
automated milking hall with a milking robot, which is capable to yield milk from
50–65 cows. The milking process using a robot involves, in the following
sequence: bringing the cow to the station, identifying it, washing and stimulating
the udder, automatic attachment, and after the milking, removing the milking cups
and leading the cow out of the station [14]. Contemporary milking robots, with
computer connection and animal marking, identify the cow based on previous
records: milking capacity, health condition, and the quality and quantity of milk
[4, 22]. Data obtained from each cow, or even from each teat, are processed and
analysed, and help to make decisions on the management of a cow herd [15].
Cow herd management systems enable the review of reports about the
efficiency, health condition, conductivity and quality of milk and the use of feed,
which facilitates long-term planning of the management of a herd of milking cows
[11, 20].
2. Operating parameters of milking machine
The principal elements of a mechanical milking machine, composing a typical
milking unit, are milking cups, claw, pulsator, vacuum unit, and pipes with fittings.
The main function of the pulsator is to generate pulsation in the inter-wall chamber
of the milking cow, i.e. an alternating vacuum and atmospheric pressure, and to
empty the udder from milk. The claw gathers milk from under-steam chambers,
moves it to the milk receiver, and distributes the pulsation generated by the
pulsator to the inter-wall chambers of the milking cups. The design of a mechanical
milking machine and the vacuum conditions related to the conveying of milk and
air streams in a milk system have a great impact on the quality of milk [14].
The conditions of mechanical milking of cows are given a lot of attention
worldwide due to their considerable influence on cow vitality and the key
importance in obtaining milk of appropriate useful value. Among those analysis,
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a special place is taken by the tests of vacuum changes in the milking equipment,
which is a principal technical parameter of a mechanical milking machine. The
objectives of working vacuum created by a vacuum pump include: to overcome
resistance and open the teat's constrictor, to keep the milking unit on the teats, and
to suck milk from the lactiferous sinus and convey it smoothly to the can (can
milking machine) or milk pipeline (tube milking machine). The said tasks are often
contradictory, especially in milking machines with an extended milk system, where
the same pipeline must supply stable vacuum to the under-teat chamber of the
milking cup and supply the milk/air stream mix at a significant distance and
height [3].
With an excessively high working vacuum in the milking machine, the
milking cups climb up the teats more intensively, which may additionally be the
reason of teat tip injuries. A high vacuum in the milking machine may cause udder
infection, fluid accumulation, and the clogging of teat tip tissue [18]. An
excessively low working vacuum, with the design of a double-chamber milking
cup, causes improper operation of the teat rubber, which does not serve its
principal function: to massage the teat. The drops and oscillations of vacuum
determine many other operating parameters of milking equipment, which directly
or indirectly affect the cow’s health condition, the quality of milking and, in
consequence, the efficiency of the whole process [21].
Some authors have analysed the factors affecting the vacuum inside a milking
unit with the use of simulated milking equipment and by measuring milking claw
vacuum when adjusting the flow rate [6, 7]. Others have tested how a high vacuum
affects the efficiency of mechanical milking, the condition of teats and the health of
milking cows [2, 19]. Juszka et al. [9] presented the modelling of vacuum in claw’s
milk chamber using computer simulation with the use of the Matlab software.
Ambord and Bruckmaier [1] assessed the impact of various settings of a milking
machine, causing different degrees of vacuum loss, on milking characteristics and
changes in teat issue. Wiercioch et al. [23] have found that a milking unit with
ventilated teat rubbers, although creating the lowest vacuum, reduces the vacuum
oscillation in a cycle to the greatest extent. Luberański et al. [16] have developed
an application that supports the calculation of selected pressure parameters of
milking, which is based on mathematical formulae available in source literature,
and Juszka et al. [10] have created an application that controls an autonomous
milking unit, which is used to adjust vacuum levels in the under-teat chamber of
milking cups.
The objective of this paper was to present the results of own research
concerning milking and milking unit, with a particular focus on vacuum.
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3. Results of own research
3.1. Mathematical model of vacuum variations in a milking unit
Vacuum in a milking unit, especially its changes and variations, play an
important role in analysing the conditions of mechanical milking. An additional
negative aspect for the teat is the return flows of milk and air generated while
spreading the walls of teat rubber. The research works were conducted on physical
objects in laboratory conditions as well as on mathematical models (computer
simulation method). They resulted in developing a mathematical model of vacuum
drops and variations in a milking unit, which may be applied for describing the
phenomena occurring both in the so-called “dry” milking unit (without a liquid in
its components) and the “wet” milking unit (milk flow, partial filling of
components with liquid), as well as in an unit that cooperates with various types of
pulsators, including alternating or sequential pulsators [13].
In developing the concept of dynamic mathematical model of the wet milking
unit, the diagram of which is shown in Figure 1, assumption was made that:
the total weight of air in the milking unit components (cups, claw) is constant in
specified conditions; the mass of air flowing into the milking unit is equal to the
mass of air flowing out of it via the long milk tube, which was taken into account
in the calculation of vacuum drops in the milking unit; air is exchanged between
the milking cups and the claw.
The observations have shown that in milking conditions the most often is
a cork structure of the two-phase milk-air flow in the long milk tube of a machine.
A concept of a control system was proposed that will adjust the area of the aerating
hole in such a way to maintain a minimum vacuum drop throughout the milking
procedure, when the milk flow rate is changing [12]. The dependencies existing in
the developed concept of “wet” unit (used for numerical search of a solution) are
presented as a system of differential equations which are omitted in this paper due
to their size and complexity.
Verification of the developed model required the preparation of an adequate
simulation method to be used for comparison with the results of empirical
examinations conducted on physical objects. To carry out the simulation experiment,
two programmes: for calculating vacuum drops in the milking unit and vacuum
variations in the milking cup chamber were used.
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1 -Inter-wall chambers of
milking cups
2 -Under-teat chambers of
milking cups “1, 2”
3 -Under-teat chambers of
milking cups “3, 4”
4 -Claw’s milk chamber
5 -Long milk tube
6 -Milk pipeline
7 -Milk stream

Figure 1. Equivalent diagram of a model “wet” milking unit.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram for calculating vacuum variations in
a milking cup. The simulation of cyclical vacuum variations (and other parameters
such as the velocity of air flow in the short milk tube) required a numerical solution
of a system of differential equations along with many supplementary relations. For
the calculation, the Continuous System Simulation Program (CSSP) was used.
A qualitative verification of vacuum variations model in the milking unit were also
performed by observing whether it works properly, i.e. by checking for conformity
of the changes in vacuum value in time history with the cyclical change in the
capacity of milking cup’s under-teat chambers, induced by the pulsator. To this
end, a simulation test on a sample (non-existing) milking unit was conducted.
Verification of the developed mathematical model of vacuum variations has shown
that it is useful for further simulation testing.
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Figure 2. Block diagram for the calculation of vacuum variations in milking cup’s
under-teat chamber.

Simulation tests of air flow velocity in the short milk tube were also carried
out to calculate the maximum flow velocities in the short milk tube of the milking
unit. The tests were carried out for different assumed values of the quotient of
changes in the capacity of under-teat chambers and the capacity of the claw (nondimensional argument “z”). With the two claw capacities taken for the simulation
experiment (150 and 500 cm3), were obtained six values of argument “z” ranging
from 0.12 to 0.67. It was assumed that, as in claw TF 350 (Harmony unit), the ratio
of milk concentration in the claw αmcol = 0; milk mass flow Qm = 2.5kg/min, air
volume flow Qp = 0.3 m3/h, (diameter, length, tube height, pressure) D = 0.016 m,
length L = 2.2 m., H = 1.9m, pr = 49,300Pa, milk-like liquid in the milking unit:
water. Some test results are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. The highest velocities of return flows wrf (negative values) and of straight flows
wstr (values with no sign) in the milking unit depending on claw capacity, type of cups and
diameter of air flow in the short milk tube [m/s]
z
Vcol
Cups/
Diameter of air flow in the short milk tube [m]
[-] [cm3] capacity change 0.002
0.004
0.008
0.012
0.014
0.016
[cm3]
-15.6
-7.3
-5.5
-4.1
0.12 500
small/60cm3
-134.3 -53.6
per 2 cups
55.2
14.4
6.3
4.6
3.5
171.2
0.16 500
medium/80 cm3 -153.1 -65.2
-19.3
-9.09
-6.9
-5.2
per 2 cups
66.5
17.2
7.7
5.6
4.3
192.1
0.20 500
big/100 cm3
-22.7
-11.0
-8.2
-6.4
-169.2 -75.9
per 2 cups
76.0
19.6
8.8
6.6
4.9
207.8
0.40 150
small/60cm3
-11.7
-5.3
-4.0
-3.2
-119.8 -43.1
per 2 cups
31.6
8.4
3.8
2.7
2.1
118.5
0.53 150
medium/80 cm3 -138.5 -52.8
-14.7
-6.6
-5.0
-3.9
per 2 cups
36.3
9.3
4.3
3.2
2.3
132.5
0.67 150
big/100 cm3
-17.6
-8.0
-6.1
-4.8
-154.8 -62.0
per 2 cups
40.6
10.3
4.8
3.6
2.7
143.4

In the simulation tests, it was found that as regards the variability of tested
parameters, the most harmful values (the highest velocities of straight and return
flows of milk and air particles) occurred for the claw tube diameter of 0.002m.
3.2. Optimising the operation of milking unit in a mechanical milking machine
Based on the discussed mathematical model of vacuum variations in milking
unit, a model for optimising the operation of that unit has been developed [17]. The
applied vacuum drop model was brought down to a polynomial of degree four,
which simplified the procedures of optimisation and numerical calculation of
vacuum drops. The two-dimensional optimisation criterion was the vacuum drops
in the milking unit claw and the aggregate instantaneous momentums of air in
return flows between the claw and the milking cup under-teat chambers.
A sensitivity analysis and a simulation of a model with simplified structure of
drops and a vacuum variations model were carried out. The maximum quality rate
describing vacuum drops in the claw’s milk chamber, and a mathematical quality
rate being the measure of dynamics in return flows were determined.
It was found that the change in local loss and linear resistance in the long milk
tube will have a lower impact on vacuum drops if we use a smaller flux of inlet air,
a lower head of the air/liquid mix, and a longer diameter of the long milk tube. It
was noticed that the change in working pressure within the range of working
pressure existing in the milking unit had no impact on the changes in vacuum drops
in the long milk tube. It was also found that it is not reasonable to increase the
diameter of the long milk tube above 0.025 m. With such a diameter, the vacuum
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drops show the lowest change as a function of milk mass flow and air mass flow let
into the claw.
3.3. Polygraphic testing on a cow
Another area of activity was the works aimed to develop a method of testing
cow reaction to changing ambient conditions (stress) that prevail during milking
and are linked with the cow's neurohormonal system. An initial concept assumed
that the tests may be carried out with a few different methods, including brain EEG
and a polygraphic test. Having consulted it with several experts in various fields of
science, the polygraphic method was chosen. The interest in testing the emotional
status of cow was mainly caused by the planned construction of a cybernetic
machine controlled by signals coming from the cow. Initial psycho-physiological
tests on a cow were carried out with a polygraph [8] type: The Statesman,
manufacturer: Lafayette Instruments Co, model: 761-90-S.A.*C, year of
manufacture: 2003 (Figure 3), which is capable to record breath from chest cavity
and diaphragm, blood pressure and pulse, as well as electro-dermal response, i.e.
the electrical reaction of skin. The tape flow velocity during recording was
5 seconds per division.

Figure 3. View of a polygraph recording breath measurement based on abdomen
circumference

The transducer of chest cavity circumference, after unsuccessful attempts to
be put on cow’s neck and teat, was applied on its back and abdomen, which
provided a clear record of breath (Figure 4) being around 30 cycles per 1 minute
(standard: around 20 cycles). The recorded increase in breathing frequency may
indicate that the cow was severely stressed during the experiment. Experimental
studies should be conducted on how various stressful situations in horned cattle
may influence cow productivity during milking, with the arrangement of different
stimuli.
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Figure 4. Fragment of a polygraph-recorded signal coming from the sensor of a
pneumograph put on the cow’s chest cavity, installed on the cow’s back and abdomen.

The last part of the test was to apply a cuff for testing the cow’s blood
pressure and pulse, which was installed on its tail. It was obtained a clear record of
blood pressure and pulse of around 90 cycles per 1 minute. The result gives the
prospect for obtaining measurements useful in interpreting the readouts of
emotional changes during further experimental studies.
The conclusion brought from the experiment is that it is possible to use a polygraph
intended for testing human to test horned cattle (with the use of standard sensors).
3.4 Real-time controlling of working pressure of mechanical milking machine
A summary of works on pressure in a milking unit is set out in patent no.
229296 [4]. The invention concerns the method of real-time control of mechanical
milking machine's operating pressure, which takes into account specific features
(welfare) of animals. The method of pressure control consists in including the
results of encephalography (EEG), obtained through electrical changes in the
potential of animal brain, which indicate a certain rate of secreting oxytocin,
a hormone released from the rear lobe of the animal’s pituitary gland. The level of
oxytocin indicates that the animal is ready for milking and that it feels well during
the process.
The invention is presented closer in the embodiment shown in Figure 5.
Electrodes (1) are installed on the animal head, which provide information on the
bioelectric activity of cerebral cortex. Then the signals are boosted in an
amplifier (2) and sent to a computer (3). Real-time operating software processes
the measurement data, forms control signals and sends commands to the system
controller (4), which controls the milking machine operation. The controller is fed
by the air pipeline (5), and the acquired milk is carried off via the milk pipeline (6).
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Figure 5. General arrangement of milking system equipment

Based on the eeg(t) run obtained by continuously monitoring the activity of
animal’s cerebral cortex, the average value of encephalography eeg(t)avg is
determined, and if the value of parameter eeg(t)avg raises, operating pressure pr of
the milking machine is reduced in the measuring cycle to p1 equal to 0.5–0.8 of
initial pressure p0, and then, if eeg(t)avg does not return to its original value within
the next 5–15 measuring intervals, the milking process is stopped, whereas if
eeg(t)avg does return to its original value within that time, a new operating pressure
value pr, is set, which is the arithmetic mean of the current and previous values of
operating pressure, and the procedure is repeated at each measuring interval, but
the maximum operating pressure does not exceed 1.5 x the initial pressure p0.
Preferably operating pressure pr of the milking machine is reduced if the value
of parameter eeg(t)avg in the measuring cycle raises by at least 10%. The advantage
of the solution covered by the invention is that the milking with a milking machine
controlled in real time with consideration to animal welfare reduces adverse stimuli
in the animal during the milking cycle.
4. Summary
A cow udder is a very complex and delicate organ whose resistance to
external factors decreases along with increasing milk productivity. The milking of
cows is considerably different from a calf sucking the teat and requires a systemic
approach (including controlled changes in milking parameters and reduction of
harmful factors).
The team began their studies on the milking equipment already in 1980s by
testing vacuum drops in the milk pipeline. Then the research on an artificial udder
and an original mathematical model was continued at Warsaw’s Institute of
Construction, Mechanization and Electrification of Agriculture (IBMER) until
1999. Simulation tests of the developed mathematical model indicated inter alia
that the velocity of return air flow was over 100m/s, which is the speed at which
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the air hits the teat (at a 1Hz frequency). Majkowska [17] has restructured the
existing model and optimised the conditions of mechanical milking.
Interesting pioneering tests covered a cow and a polygraph, which after minor
modifications proved useful for testing the cow. That direction of research was
considered to be prospective. The topic resulted in around 20 patents and utility
models.
IT tools became an integral part of management systems in various areas of
life, including the management of a herd of milking cows, and can be used for
testing the actual parameters of milking process or optimising milking equipment.
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Chapter 4

INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR MANAGING IT PROJECTS
USING POSITIVE ASPECTS OF COGNITIVE BIASES
MARCIN KACZYŃSKI
Faculty of Management, University of Gdansk (UG)
Techniques for using the positive aspects of the endowment and IKEA effects
for the good of the project are described in the article. The method used in the study
was the observation of IT teams during project implementation in a company
providing IT services for a global pharmaceutical corporation and the survey conducted among IT team members. The article can help to increase the awareness of
project managers and IT teams regarding the psychological consequences of project’s decisions, susceptibility to systematic cognitive biases, and to show how to
use positive aspects of cognitive biases for the benefit of projects. The application of
the described techniques used to enhance the positive aspects of the endowment and
IKEA effects can lead to better decisions, and thus improve project results.
Keywords: IT project management, cognitive biases, IKEA effect

1. Introduction
A project is a sequence of unique, complex and related tasks with a common
goal, intended to be performed within a specified period of time without exceeding
the planned budget, according to the assumed requirements. Successful implementation of this sequence of activities is based on delivering the expected business
value that justifies the implementation of the project. The Project Management
Institute (PMI) provides the following definition of project management: "Applying knowledge, skills, tools and forecasting techniques to achieve project
goals" [1]. Robert K. Wysocki supplements this definition as follows: "Project
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management is an ordered and common-sense approach that uses appropriate customer engagement in order to deliver the expected results, corresponding to the
expected additional business value" [2]. Projects by definition, and IT projects in
particular, are one-off and unique in nature, and hence the difficulty of their implementation. Despite the existence of many project management methodologies,
projects in most cases do not achieve all the objectives set for them.
The contemporary project environment is characterized by high variability,
low costs, complexity and uncertainty, which is quite a challenge for project managers. In order to implement projects effectively in these conditions, project managers must be flexible and innovative, and adopt a strategy of quick reaction to
emerging threats.
Decisions during the course of an IT project are made under the conditions of
uncertainty and risk. The project team is facing heuristics that lead to cognitive
biases. Heuristics are simplified rules of inference, informal and intuitive cognitive
strategies. They were first named and described by Amos Tversky and Daniel
Kahneman in their prospect theory in 1979 [3]. The authors do not deny the usefulness of these heuristics, but point out that they can lead to systematic errors. The
disadvantage of using heuristics is high unreliability in new and unusual situations.
There are three main types of heuristics: (1) anchoring and adjusting heuristics,
(2) accessibility heuristics, and (3) representativeness heuristics. Project teams,
when making decisions and unconsciously exploiting heuristics, are exposed to
various cognitive biases, the occurrence of which, in most cases, they are not aware
of. Buster Benson in his article “Cognitive bias cheat sheet” proposed to group the
cognitive biases according to the problem they are trying to solve [4]. According to
Benson, every cognitive bias occurs for a reason – primarily to save energy for the
brain and time for humans. By analyzing cognitive biases in the context of the
problems being solved, it is much easier to understand why they exist, how useful
they are, and what compromises and subsequent errors they introduce. Four problems that cognitive biases help are: (1) too much information, (2) not enough
meaning, (3) the need to act fast, and (4) how to know what to remember later [4].
The aim of this paper is to present innovative techniques for managing IT projects that can be used to enhance the positive aspects of cognitive biases. The
method of studying cognitive biases and applying innovative techniques to
strengthen their positive aspects was the observation of the projects in an IT company providing services to an international pharmaceutical corporation and a survey conducted among its team members. While observing the projects in this
organization, the author noticed the occurrence of cognitive biases, the positive
aspects of which can be used for the benefit of the project – the endowment and the
IKEA effects. These errors are discussed below and a way of using them in the
process of achieving the project objectives is proposed.
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2. Overview of subject literature relating to endowment and IKEA effects
Cognitive biases – the endowment effect and the IKEA effect – according to
the division proposed by Benson, belong to the group of errors that appear in the
situation of the need for rapid response [4]. People limit the time and information
available, and yet they cannot afford to be paralyzed by it. Without the ability to
act quickly in the face of uncertainty, humans as a species would have died out
long ago. In the face of any new information, every effort should be made to assess
the ability to influence the situation, apply it in decision-making, imagine what
may happen in the future and act on that basis.
The endowment effect occurs when people overestimate something they already own, regardless of the objective market value of it [5]. They do not want to
sell a good they have acquired for a cash equivalent, or when the amount others are
willing to pay for that good is less than the amount they are willing to accept by
selling it. They give more importance to things after property is established. This is
especially true for items that would not normally be bought or sold in the marketplace, usually items of symbolic, empirical or emotional significance.
While the effect of endowment is to increase its subjective value for the owner, the IKEA effect is visible when the invested work leads to an overpriced product [6]. This bias is named after a Swedish company whose products one must
assemble oneself. Experiments show that the monetary value assigned to the products they manufacture is comparable to the value assigned to expert creations [6].
This effect has a number of possible explanations, such as: (1) positive feelings
(including sense of competence) that come with successful completion of a task,
focus on positive product attributes, (2) relationship between effort and liking [6],
(3) the relationship between works and the concept of self [7], as well as (4) psychological sense of ownership [8]. Self-assembly of the product is of great importance for the assembler, the more effort they put into it. However, a prerequisite
for the IKEA effect is the successful completion of the task.
The IKEA effect is a retrospective bias, not a prospective one. Only the successful creation of a product results in satisfaction and recognition of the high value of the work. An example of the IKEA effect in the IT area is the development of
open source software, e.g. the Linux operating system. Programmers from all over
the world co-create the Linux system, adding their own functionalities, and thus
appreciate it more than commercial systems offered on the market.
The overestimation of value that occurs as a result of the IKEA effect has
wider organizational implications as it contributes to two key organizational pitfalls: (1) the sunk cost effect [9], [10], which may result in managers continuing to
devote resources to salvaging failing projects in which they previously invested [11], and (2) the "not invented here" syndrome, where managers refuse to use
good ideas developed elsewhere in favor of sometimes worse internal ideas. When
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managers stubbornly pursue failed projects and concepts, they really believe their
ideas are more valuable. Failure to complete them would be a failure, and using the
ideas of competitors would be a worse choice [12]. The ideas that managers have
been working on from the very beginning are the ones most prone to overestimation of the IKEA effect.
3. Research method
The method used to study cognitive biases was observation and a survey conducted among project managers and members of IT project teams in a company
providing IT services to a global pharmaceutical concern. Observation as a scientific method is the process of careful and purposeful observation of the studied
object. It consisted in collecting and interpreting data in their natural course, while
remaining in the direct field of view and hearing of the observer, and consisted of
three basic stages: (1) perception, (2) collection and (3) interpretation [13]. These
stages were interdependent and did not follow each other in sequence. It happened
that the perception of phenomena proceeded simultaneously with their collection
and interpretation.
The participant observation chosen by the author of this paper as a research
method consisting in entering the environment of the IT project team as one of the
team members and observing the entire group from the inside. It was also a direct
observation, because the author himself collected the data, as well as a hidden and
an uncontrolled one. The subject of observation were the reactions of project team
members and business representatives in the roles of product owners participating
in the projects. The observational material collected during the study was the basis
for the interpretation of the observations. The observation concerned two IT projects of web application development. In the technology layer, the applications
were based on an Oracle database, the programming language used in the back-end
layer was Java, in the front-end layer – JavaScript. Applications ran in web browser windows. The project teams consisted of back-end and front-end developers,
testers, analysts, administrators, business representatives, a Scrum Master and
a project manager. The agile Scrum framework was used to run the projects. Each
of the projects lasted six months. After the application was deployed to production,
it was used by several hundred users around the world. The author was a member
of both project teams and worked on both projects from their initiation to closure.
The observation of project teams was supplemented by a survey conducted in
other project teams of the same organization. 17 members of various project teams
participated in the survey carried out using the CAWI method (Computer Aided
Web Interview), based on an online questionnaire. The study was conducted in
October-November 2019. The participants of the study had different roles in teams:
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analysts, developers, testers, business representatives, project managers. The duration of the projects covered by the study lasted from six months to one year and
over one year. The budgets of the projects amounted to: PLN 201 thousand – PLN
1 million (8 participants, 47%), over PLN 1 million (7 participants, 41%), PLN 51
thousand –200 thousand PLN (other participants). The dominant approach to running the projects in which the participants of the research took part was the hybrid
approach (selected by 12 participants, 75%), the next – the agile methodology
(19% of the participants), and the remaining projects were carried out using the
waterfall methodology.
4. The endowment and the IKEA effects in IT projects
The IKEA effect in the area of software development can be positive or negative. The negative aspect occurs, among others, when teams decide to create their
own applications to support standard processes and activities, despite the fact that
there are already products with appropriate capabilities on the market, and independent design, programming, testing, documenting and maintenance of the software is much more expensive than the initial cost or subscription to a ready-made
tool offered on the market. The IKEA effect manifests itself when software developers see the same or even greater value of a self-created application as in the application offered by companies specializing in this type of systems. The teams also
ignore the fact that the system available on the market has been developed and
thoroughly tested by qualified people and is guaranteed to develop new functionalities in the coming years.
The positive aspect of the IKEA effect, as in the case of the ownership effect,
manifests itself in a greater commitment to the roles of product owners. Thanks to
participation in creating new software from scratch and having a real impact on its
functionality, the product owner assessed its value higher than other available systems. The prerequisite for the positive aspect of the IKEA effect was that the product was finished as expected.
In projects where the author was an observer, the endowment and the IKEA
effects were evident in the behavior of project team members and product owners.
The project team involved from the beginning in defining the requirements that the
product should meet, development, documenting, testing and implementation identified with the design and the product. A condition for positive engagement and
identification was commitment from the beginning of the project as well as the
absence of other projects. Project team members with only one project could devote their attention to one goal only. They didn't waste time and energy changing
the context for another project. Agile frameworks suggest team colocation in one
room for the duration of the project. As in the current situation on the IT market,
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where team members are scattered around the world and work remotely, colocation
is not possible, it was good practice to involve team members in only one project
for the duration of the project. Project team members focused on one goal and not
wasting time changing context were more involved in the project work.
The author's observations were confirmed in the results of a survey conducted
among other project teams of the same organization. The number of twelve survey
participants (70.6%) noticed the psychological endowment effect in the behavior of
business representatives participating in projects, while the endowment effect was
noticeable more often by participants who did not act as project managers. The
endowment effect among business representatives was manifested mainly in assessing their own design and product better than other projects and products developed in the organization. Twelve respondents (70.6%) noticed the IKEA effect on
the behavior of business representatives working on the project, and similarly to
the ownership effect, this effect was more apparent to project team members not
acting as project managers. It manifested itself mainly in effective work in the project – striving to implement the project within the set time, active participation in
the elimination of emerging problems, elevating the developed product over others.
Twelve (70.6%) of the survey participants noticed the endowment effect in
the behavior of project team members. It manifested itself mainly in the reluctance
to change the tools, processes and applications used so far, commitment to the own
concept of application development, reluctance to suggest changes formulated by
people outside the project and evaluating own product better than other products.
The greatest number of survey participants (thirteen respondents – 81.3%)
observed the IKEA effect among project team members. It manifested itself in
exalting one's own software development process, created and developed during
the life of the project, striving to create own tools and rejecting ready-made products available on the market, and working effectively in the project – striving to
implement the project within the set time, actively participating in the elimination
of emerging problems.
Table 1. Observations of the endowment and the IKEA effects in the behavior
of a business representative and members of project teams
Observations of the study participants
Observation of the endowment effect in the
behavior of a business representative
Observation of the IKEA effect in the behavior of a business representative
Observation of the endowment effect in the
behavior of project team members
Observation of the IKEA effect in the behavior of project team members
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Project managers

Team members

67%

75%

88%

56%

78%

63%

78%

75%

5. Techniques using the positive aspects of the endowment and the IKEA
effect
Three factors improve the positive elements of the behavior of business representatives: (1) giving them responsibility for product ownership from the beginning of
the project, (2) keeping good communication about the new product, and
(3) training in the use of the new product. These factors strengthened the positive
aspects of the endowment of the business representatives.
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Giving a Product Owner role to a business representative
from the very beginning of the project
Giving the business representative responsibility for
training in the use of a new product in the organization
Giving the responsibility for communication about a new
product in the organization to a business representative
Ensuring that the business representative sees the added
value at the end of each iteration
Ensuring that the business representative sees specific
examples of his impact on product development
Keeping a roadmap showing the value of successive
releases
Defining a clear product development path, shared with the
process owner and future users of the product
Delivering a product ready for production run at the end of
each iteration

Figure 1. Techniques to enhance the positive aspect of the ownership effect
in the behavior of a business representative

The positive aspect of the ownership effect can be used by a business representative as a Product Owner. This role was proposed by the Scrum framework.
Scrum is one of the most popular Agile framework created by Ken Schwaber and
Jeff Sutherland. Scrum is a framework by which IT teams can successfully solve
complex adaptation problems to productively and creatively develop products of
the highest value. Scrum is embedded in the empirical process control theory. It
uses an iterative and incremental approach to increase predictability and better risk
control. The implementation of empirical process control is based on three pillars:
transparency, inspection and adaptation [14]. Scrum provides its worth in the face
of rapidly increasing complexity of technology, market changes, environment and
their interactions.
The business representative in the role of the Product Owner gets the ownership of the product, is the owner of the Product Backlog – a list of all functionalities to be implemented. The Product Owner has real power and control over the
product, its shape and direction of development. The Product Owner decides when
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the product is ready for production deployment. The Product Owners in the observed projects were members of Scrum teams. Their main tasks were to define and
prioritize the functionality of the product, decide on the production deployment of
the system, correct the description of the product functionality, accept or reject the
effects of work after completed iterations. The people in these roles were the actual
owners of the product, which entailed positive aspects of the endowment effect –
they were more attached to the product and appreciated it more. It was of great
importance in the context of emerging threats in projects. The Product Owner protected the project, the product, and the entire development team from emerging
threats. At the time of risks, he became the project's ambassador in the organization. By engaging in the creation of the product and having a real impact on its
shape, the Product Owner represented the project and the project team in the organization, and additionally, after the production deployment of the system, he persuaded undecided users to work in the system on a daily basis. It was of great importance in the change management process, when the Product Owner, properly
empowered in the structure of the organization, encouraged the use of the new
system in everyday work, contributing to the maximization of the value assumed in
the business case.
As techniques to be used to enhance the positive aspect of the IKEA effect in
the behavior of the business representative, participants of the study identified the
involvement of the business representative in all project work from the very beginning of the project, giving him responsibility for creating a product vision, interacting with all future users of the product and receiving the manufactured product and
involving him in creating and prioritizing product requirements.
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Involvement of a business representative in all project
work from the very beginning of the project
Giving a business representative responsibility for
creating the product vision
Involvement of a business representative in creating and
prioritizing product requirements
Giving a business representative responsibility for
accepting the developed product
Giving a business representative the responsibility to
interact with all future users of the product
Preparation of product mockups with the participation
of business representatives to help create product
requirements

Figure 2. Techniques to enhance the positive aspect of the IKEA effect
in the behavior of a business representative
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Study participants identified establishing common code ownership, pair programming, and code review built into the software development process as techniques to enhance the positive aspect of the endowment effect in project team
members.
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Code review built into the software
development process
Establishing common code ownership, pair
programming
Motivating the team to train in technologies
connected with the developed product
Each team member showing the product
increment during the iteration review

Figure 3. Techniques to enhance the positive aspect of endowment effect
in the behavior of project team members

The pair programming, code review technique and the collective code ownership principles comes from Kent Beck's Extreme Programming (XP) framework. It
is an approach to implementing the principles of the Agile Manifesto that puts the
best development practices in focus [15]. In XP projects, developers write code in
pairs. Thanks to this, the code is always verified and errors in the code and design
are detected and corrected faster. Behind pair programming is also sharing
knowledge about the solution, thanks to which most of team members are able to
work on most parts of the system. Code shared ownership means that any pair of
developers can interfere with any part of the system. In this way, the quality of the
code is visible and the knowledge of the entire system is available throughout the
duration of the project. More people reading the same code means a better chance
of finding a bug or optimizing the solution [16].
On the other hand, strengthening the positive aspect of the IKEA effect may
take place, according to the respondents, by ensuring full transparency of project
work and informing all project members about project work, involving project
team members in project work not directly related to their specialization, participation of all members of the project team from the beginning of the project and
commitment project team members in only one project at a time.
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Strengthening the sense of shared responsibility…

Figure 4. Techniques to enhance the positive aspect of the IKEA effect
in the behavior of project team members

The techniques proposed by the respondents correspond to the principles
of Agile methodologies, the Agile Manifesto [17] and the Agile Principles [18]. One
of the pillars of the Scrum methodology is the transparency of all processes and activities in the project for each member of the project team. It concerns both the transparency of activities and decisions of business representatives, as well as the work
and possible problems of developers, testers and analysts. According to the respondents, all team members should be involved in the project from the beginning and not
participate in other projects at the same time. It is directly related to the principle of
collocation proposed by Agile frameworks. The principle of interdisciplinarity of the
members of the project team was also recognized by the respondents as a technique
to enhance the positive aspect of the IKEA effect. Involvement of team members in
work not directly related to their specialization will result in a better understanding of
the work of other team members and will result in greater involvement to the project
and the product as a whole.
6. Conclusion
Positive aspects of cognitive biases – the endowment and the IKEA effects
can be treated as opportunities in the project, and the strategy for dealing with them
should be to enhance them, what will contribute to the bigger possibility of achieving the project's goals.
The innovative nature of the application of the described approach is based on
the use of positive aspects of the endowment and the IKEA effects in the behavior
of the business representatives and members of project teams. The main techniques
of using the positive aspects of the endowment and the IKEA effects are giving the
business representatives responsibility for the property of the product, creating
a vision for its development, prioritizing its functionality and giving them the roles
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of product ambassadors in the organization, who are responsible for communication and training on new products usage.
Techniques that will allow the positive aspects of the endowment and the
IKEA effects to be used in the behavior of project team members are establishing
common code ownership, pair programming, code review embedded in the software development process, ensuring full transparency of project work, informing
all project members about project work, involvement of project team members in
project work not directly related to their specialization, participation of all members of the project team from the beginning of the project and involvement of project team members in only one project at a time.
The principles of full transparency, the role of the product owner assigned to
the business representative, and pair programming techniques, continuous product
inspection and establishing common code ownership, will contribute to increasing
sense of responsibility for the product and project, increasing efficiency and job
satisfaction, and at the same time increasing the chances of success of projects
managed not only according to Agile frameworks.
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BARRIERS AND BENEFITS RESULTING FROM
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ENTITIES IN SOUTH-EASTERN POLAND
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(UMCS)
In the paper Authors defining the barriers and benefits arising from the implementation of IT systems in health care entities in south-eastern Poland. The results
were based on the analysis of a survey conducted among health care facilities in Poland in January 2019 and on the available literature, articles, reports and analyses.
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1. Introduction
In the era of technological progress, IT systems are becoming an inseparable
element of business management. Increasingly, they integrate the areas of enterprises by facilitating and improving the processes occurring in them [1].
The aim of the research is to define the barriers and benefits arising from the
implementation of IT systems in health care entities in south-eastern Poland. In the
literature, there is a lot of analysis regarding the implementation of ERP systems,
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however they are not up to date and do not apply to the barriers and benefits arising
from the implementation of IT systems in health care entities in south-eastern Poland. Therefore, the authors attempted to identify them.
Based on the analysis of the results of surveys carried out in health care units,
the following were identified: problems with the required IT system, documents
causing problems, problems with possible connections between system modules
and what functions are available in the current IT system. In addition, the authors
made comparative analyses and these expectations between hospitals and clinics.
The article consists of four parts and conclusions. The first part presents the
theoretical aspects relating to information systems and information, and the implementation of ERP systems. Next the research methodology was presented. Then
the results of the author’s survey conducted in hospitals and clinics in four provinces of south-eastern Poland were discussed. The respondents in the survey questionnaire spoke about the problems arising from the lack of integration between
individual modules of the system currently in use or their total absence, and also
indicated which functions are most in demand.
2. Literature review
To fully define the concept of an IT system, reference should be made to the
definition of information as the basic resource supported by such a system. Information plays a huge role in the process of improving the quality of enterprise functioning, but it is also needed by people in everyday life. In the opinion of
N. Wiener, the creator of cybernetics, “You can’t live effectively without information” [2]. The combination of information from different spheres leads to
knowledge that can be defined as information embedded in organisational enterprises. Thanks to its effective use, there is an improvement in the functioning of the
enterprise at the organisational level [3].
Considering the fact that each operation performed on information, e.g. creation, transformation, transmission, destruction or recovery, requires the supply of
resources. This generates direct costs for the enterprise. In connection with the
above, as an addition to the main activity of the enterprise, an extra goal should be
the conscious manipulation of information so that the expenditure incurred in relation to the benefits of having the information is as low as possible. One of the tools
used to achieve this goal is undoubtedly IT systems, with the main task of automating processes related to the acquisition of processing, transmission of data, information and knowledge. This creates the need to implement an appropriate IT system in the company. The ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) IT system is a group
of the most advanced management support systems. These systems consist of interconnected modules covering all areas of the enterprise. The operation of these systems is based on planning and verification mechanisms [4]. The implementation of
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an IT system is one of the stages in the IT system life cycle. It involves installing
and adapting the software to the user’s requirements. This stage also includes data
migration, testing and system target launch [5]. The effectiveness of installing an
IT system depends on the proper preparation of the implementation, which must
include the identification of factors that favour and limit this. It is also necessary to
develop mechanisms to monitor the effectiveness of the activities carried out as
part of the system’s implementation, so that it becomes possible to identify opportunities or threats, which will allow informed decision-making and a rapid response
to events that may occur. The effectiveness of implementing an ERP system is
limited by many factors, which include:
− establishing explicit responsibility for measurement results,
− focus on business value and not just on technical details,
− to have consistent management processes with unambiguous control points,
− customer involvement in the implementation of the project, joint modification and correction of the project,
− providing team members with appropriate tools and techniques,
− consistent methodology for project planning and implementation,
− managing and motivating people throughout the entire life cycle of the project [6].
As suggested by the results of empirical research, the process of implementing an
IT system can be considered effective when the implemented system achieves all
the project goals in an economic and rational way, and the implemented system is
acceptable by the social environment of the organisation [7]. Studies carried out so
far point to various factors determining the effectiveness of the implementation. In
the literature on the subject, the most frequently recurring factors are the economic
barrier, a properly selected composition of the implementation team, well-detailed
needs related to the system being implemented, and the quality of cooperation with
the software supplier. Table 1 presents a synthetic set of key factors that determine
the effectiveness of IT systems implementation.
In the studies discussed in the literature regarding the reason for the change in
the IT system, the most frequent were problems in logistics, changes in the company’s strategy and the ageing of the system related to the change in technology or
expansion of the entity. Expectations regarding the intelligibility of information
generated by integrated systems were most common among all the tested parameters [14]. In the survey conducted by C. Spathis and S. Constantinides, 98% of
respondents indicated that the increase in demand for fast information provision
was a factor conditioning ERP implementation [15]. Citing the sentence of
Granlund and Malmi, “The way costing is carried out now is not smarter, it’s only
faster... although even the speed depends, in the end, on the people who use the
system, not on the system”. The implementation of the system only ensures an
increase in speed, although this possibility is also essentially dependent on the
users operating it, not the ERP functionality itself.
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Table 1. Key factors determining the effectiveness of implementing IT systems
L.p.
1

Author
S. Sarkera
A. S. Lee

Sample (country)
36 people who are employees
of the company
(USA)

2

G. Shanks
A. Parr
B. Hu
B. Corbitt
T. Thanasankit
P. Seddon
B.G, Vidyaranya
C. Brady

Employees of two companies
(China, Australia)

H. Jinno
H. Abe
K. Iizuka
R. G. Saadé
H. Nijher
M. Sharma

182 companies
systems (Japan)

3

4
5

6

J. Wolters
U. Y. Eseryel
D. Eseryel

44 companies that implemented
the SAP system (USA)

using

ERP

Research conducted during the
6-year implementation of the
AGRESSO system. The study
was conducted among employees of UN institutions (Worldwide)
216 small and medium enterprises operating in various
industries (USA)

Key factors
Supporting factors:
- design team composition
- management communication and
approach
Supporting factors:
- support at the highest level of
management
- creating a sustainable project team
Supporting factors:
- work with system functionality
- maintaining the scope of the
project
- the project team
Limiting factors:
- lack of business readiness
- incorrect budget planning
Limiting factors:
- cultural habituation to business
procedures in enterprises
Limiting factors:
- poor management
- minimal system fit
- incomplete
pre-implementation
analysis
- inadequate training
Supporting factors:
- motivation of the project team
- strengthening of the project team

Source: own study based on [8-13].

Rapid changes taking place in healthcare make organizations unable to meet
the current market needs. They face serious management problems which mainly
arose from: huge amount of generated information, increased procurement costs,
no patient census, medical payments, lack of specialized personnel, etc.[16]. The
above-mentioned problems motivate healthcare organizations to find and implement advanced information systems, such as ERP systems, to solve their problems
and achieve the expected results. From the 1980s, the implementation of IT systems in hospitals and medical facilities began. The advent of ERP systems in the
health sector has improved their functioning, offering a new, more utilitarian and
functional environment to automate individual operating procedures. [17]. ERP
systems intended for healthcare units are divided into many modules. The most
important of these modules, in terms of the individuality of the ERP system in
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healthcare software, is the patient management module. Its purpose is to monitor
and manage the patient from admission to the facility until his discharge. The main
functions are collecting information about patients, statistical data analysis, historical records, issuing documents [18]. This module facilitates the transfer of information about the patient between successive people involved in their medical care.
Due to the specific nature of the work of medical facilities, such systems have been
adapted to the growing needs for years. Currently, they are indispensable for efficient patient service.
This confirms the thesis that the system significantly affects the speed, but to
a small extent, the reliability of information flowing from the management accounting system [15]. The assessment of credibility may result from the specifics of the
enterprise. In M. Zviran’s research, respondents were asked to assess the quality
features of the system being implemented. According to the respondents, satisfaction with credibility was rated the highest [19]. In relation to information systems
in health care, they primarily contribute to the efficient use of resources, shorten
the waiting time of patients in the emergency department, support the work of staff
and management staff, and provide better warehouse control in pharmacies. By
implementing ERP, the organisation improves the efficiency of existing business
processes. Major global ERP system providers, such as SAP and Oracle, are building mechanisms tailored to healthcare units, especially hospitals, as a new and constantly growing market. That is why special applications such as patient management, patient logistics, hospital finance and general management have been
developed to fit the ERP system in healthcare [20].
3. Research methodology
The analyses presented in this study were based on available literature, articles, reports, analyses and the author’s quantitative research. Descriptive statistics
were used to conduct the study, including Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient
and various types of statistical tests, based on which the authors make conclusions
about the situation of the examined unit, including the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality. The research instrument in the case of primary data was a questionnaire whose
distribution took place via the CAWI technique. The study was placed on a dedicated survey portal and lasted six months. The sample was selected using the targeted selection method due to the specificity of the target group. The study was
conducted among hospitals and outpatient clinics from four provinces in southeastern Poland (Lubelskie, Małopolskie, Podkarpackie, Świętokrzyskie. The entities have systems, but they do not cover all the aspects of the organisational activity or are not integrated with each other. A division into hospitals and clinics was
used due to the specificity of the patients served. In hospitals, patients typically
spend more than a day there, while in the clinics they seek short treatments or med-
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ical consultations. Accordingly, the employees of these entities have different
needs related to the use of IT systems. Answers were obtained from 65 respondents. The results of this study provide a narrow picture of the problem under analysis, however, can be used for comparative analysis with results for regions with
a similar economic structure.
For comparative analysis, a breakdown by unit type was used. Two groups
were distinguished: hospitals and outpatient clinics. Assuming the size of the hospital population in the analysed provinces at the level of 206 with a confidence
level of α = 0.95, a fraction size of 0.1 and a maximum error of 10%, at least 28
people should participate in the study. Assuming the size of the clinic population in
the analysed provinces at the level of 791 with a confidence level of α = 0.95,
a fraction size of 0.1 and a maximum error of 9%, at least 37 people should participate in the study.
Table 2. Sample selection characteristics
Population
Confidence
Fraction
Maximum
Sample
Unit
size
Level
Size
error
Size
Hospital
206
0.95
0.1
0.10
28
Clinic
791
0.95
0.1
0.09
37
Source: Own study based on Local Data Bank; number of hospitals and clinics in 2017

The structure of the sample of respondents working in hospitals from the perspective
of the province in which the unit is located is as follows: 32.14% of the respondents
worked in the Małopolskie and Podkarpackie provinces, 21% of the respondents in
the Świętokrzyskie province, and the remaining 14.29% in the Lubelskie province.
Considering the research sample due to the position held, managers and specialists
had the largest share (42.86%), while directors constituted 14.29%. When discussing
the surveyed group in terms of area of activity, the respondents most often worked in
the financial department (35.71%), laboratory (25.00%), dealt with patients
(21.43%), worked in the IT department (10.71%) and in the pharmacy (7.14%). The
structure of the sample of respondents working in outpatient clinics in terms of
workplace location is as follows: 83.78% of respondents worked in the Podkarpackie
province, 13.51% of respondents in the Małopolskie province, 2.7% in Świętokrzyskie, and no facility was based in the Lublin province. This state of affairs results from
the incompleteness of the survey questionnaires sent. Considering the research sample from the perspective of the position held, specialists (48.65%) had the largest
share, followed by managers (37.84%), and then directors (13.51%). When discussing the study group, due to the area of activity, the respondents most often worked in
providing services to patients (40.54%), in the financial department (21.62%), pharmacy (16.22%), laboratory (13.51%) and worked in the IT department (8.11%). In
order to find relationships between individual variables characterising respondents
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working in a hospital or clinic, Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients were calculated (Table 3). Statistically significant relationships were obtained in the sample for
clinics for the variable “area”, which was correlated with one of the other variables
(however, according to J. Guilford’s classification it was a weak relationship, rho
<0.4). Other relationships were not statistically significant, and their values indicated
a weak or very weak correlation.
Table 3. Spearman rho correlation coefficients
Province
Position
Province
1.000
0.204
Hospital
Position
0.204
1.000
Area
0.053
0.365
Province
1.000
0.039
Clinic
Position
0.039
1.000
Area
0.384**
−0.067
Source: own preparation on the basis of survey. (** p < 0.05)

Area
0.053
0.365
1.000
−0.067
0.384
1.000

4. Findings
When analysing the distribution of a variable, the normality of the distribution
of the variable should also be noted. With this sample size, the Shapiro-Wilk test
can be used, the results of which are presented in Table 4. The probability in the
test for all variables in both samples is close to 0 (p <0.01), and therefore the
hypothesis about the normality of the distribution of variables in both hospitals and
clinics should be rejected.
Table 4. Distribution normality test
Hospital
Question

Clinic

Statistics

Importance

Statistics

Importance

0.745

0.000***

0.820

0.000***

0.887

0.006***

0.899

0.003***

0.834

0.000***

0.834

0.000***

0.883

0.005***

0.858

0.000***

0.882

0.005***

0.887

0.001***

Which of the above-mentioned problems
arising from the lack of an IT system in the
scope of information exchange with various
organisational areas of the unit occurred most
frequently
Creating which of the following documents
caused you the biggest problem
What benefits have been achieved through
this?
What is the most common problem due to the
lack of integration between system modules?
What functionalities / areas / applications are
missing in the current IT system?

Source: own preparation on the basis of survey. (** p < 0.05)
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Comparing the results of the study for a group of respondents working in
a hospital and working in a clinic regarding the most common problem arising
from the lack of an IT system in the field of information exchange between various
organisational areas of the unit, it can be seen that in both groups, the respondents
most often had a problem with long-term preparation and development of data
(hospitals - 51.57%; outpatient clinics - 40.54%). 32.43% of clinic employees had
a problem with a large number of mistakes and errors - for comparison, only
10.71% of hospital employees found this problem burdensome.
Fig. 1. shows what documents most often caused a problem in a given unit.
When analysing first the data on hospitals, it should be noted that the most problematic document, according to 28.57% of respondents, turned out to be statistics
on reports for contractors. In turn, 14.29% of respondents had a problem with HR
and payroll documents, financial and accounting documents and patient’s medical
records. In the group of respondents working in clinics, it can be seen that the most
problematic were financial and accounting documents - 18.92%, however, analysing
the obtained data, the respondents’ answers were not very diverse. In both groups
surveyed, none of the respondents mentioned the waiting book or written documentation as causing difficulties.
Hospital

Clinic

30% 28,57%
25%
20%
15%
10%

18,92%
14,29% 14,29%14,29% 13,51% 10,81%
13,51%13,51%
10,71% 10,71%
8,11%
5,41% 5,41%
3,57% 3,57%

5%

5,41% 5,41%

0,00% 0,00%

0%

Figure 1. Documents that were the most difficult to create.
Source: own preparation on the basis of survey.
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In both analysed groups, time saving was by far the most common benefit
achieved thanks to the implementation of an IT system in the field of exchange of
information between various organisational areas of the unit. This answer was given
by 42.86% of respondents working in hospitals and 40.54% working in outpatient
clinics. Hospital staff found the second most important benefit to be the reduction
of errors or total elimination of errors (25.00%). They subsequently considered
important improvements in ergonomics and quality of work (14.29%), access to
current information (10.71%) and other benefits (7.14%). In the group of people
working in clinics, the second place among the benefits was the improvement of
ergonomics and quality of work (21.62%). Less important turned out to be the
reduction of errors or total elimination of errors (16.22%), access to current information (13.51%) and others (8.11%).
Another important issue from the point of view of the analysed issue are the
most common problems caused by the lack of integration between system modules
(Fig. 2). Respondents working in hospitals and respondents working in outpatient
clinics found the problems with current access to information (35.71%; 43.24%),
information transfer time (35.71%, 27.03%), entering information by mistake
(17.86%; 21.62%) and other problems (10.71%; 8.11%) as the most common problems, respectively.
Hospital
Other
10,71%

Problem with an
ongoing access to
information
35,71%

Clinic
Entering
information by
mistake
17,86%

Providing
information
time
35,71%

Other
8,11%

Problem with an
ongoing access to
information
43,24%

Entering
information
by mistake
21,62%

Providing
information
time
27,03%

Figure 2. The most common problems arising from the lack of integration between system
modules. Source: own preparation on the basis of survey.

As per Fig. 3. in the assessment of 32.14% of the hospital employees broad
access to information is most often missing, 25.00% focused their attention on
information quality control, 21.43% considered the reporting level to be insufficient, 14.29% noticed other - not listed in the suggested answers, and 7.14%
noticed the lack of standardisation of the documentation kept. Among the clinic
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employees, the opinions on the lack of functionality / areas / applications in the
current system were evenly distributed. Respondents in this group reported the
demand for these features in equal proportions.
A wide range of access to information
Reporting
Standardization of documentation
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%

Information quality control
Other

7,14%
14,29%

21,62%

21,43%

18,92%

25,00%

18,92%
21,62%

32,14%

18,92%

0%

Hospital
Clinic
Figure 3. Functionalities/areas/applications that are missing in the current IT system.
Source: own preparation on the basis of survey

5. Conclusions
The study indicates long-term preparation and development of data as the
main problem arising from the lack of an IT system in the field of information
exchange between different areas in both studied groups. The solution to this may
be to increase the quality of information, in particular in terms of its acquisition
speed and availability. The most problematic documents in hospitals were statistics
on reports for contractors, while in clinics it can be seen that the most problematic
were financial and accounting documents. Undoubtedly, this is due to the complexity of these documents. In both groups surveyed, none of the respondents mentioned the waiting book or written documentation as causing difficulties. This may
be due to the low complexity and frequency of these documents. The study made it
possible to determine the expectations of hospital employees and clinics as to the
functionality / areas / applications that should be included in the integrated IT system being implemented. Hospital employees most often reported the need for
a wide range of access to information, while clinic employees equally reported the
need for information quality control, reporting, standardisation of documentation
and wide access to information. The results of the survey contained in the study
present a description of the barriers and benefits of implementing an integrated IT
system. This will improve the quality of information, which will translate into more
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efficient functioning of the entire unit and increase in the efficiency of the work
performed by individual employees. The conducted literature studies allow the
research carried out in previous years in the field of analysed topics to be introduced, thus creating the possibility of making comparisons and attempting to formulate directions for future analyses. From a practical point of view, problems and
expectations regarding the implementation of the ERP system have been presented,
which may result in a more accurate analysis of the expectations related to the process and potential functionalities of the implemented system. These conclusions
can be used by both system developers and users - healthcare professionals.
The analysed topics, i.e. barriers and benefits resulting from the implementation of
the ERP system and the quality of management information, is an area that should
be subject to further research, especially in the context of an attempt to define the
qualitative characteristics of the information. The researchers agree that this issue
has important implications for the management of the healthcare unit by providing
the relevant data to support management in the decision-making process.
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Chapter 6

USING KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS TO ASSESS THE
OPERATIONS OF HEALTHCARE ENTITIES
DARIUSZ PORĘBSKI
Department of Management, Department of Management Systems Design, Wroclaw
University of Economics and Business
In an organisation, KPIs should be practical and go in line with management
tools, such as the Balanced Scorecard, that are already in use. KPIs facilitate work
when it comes to controlling the achievements of a healthcare entity, and allow for
its efficient evaluation and benchmarking.
The aim of the article is to present the application of KPI indicators based on
financial and non-financial data from hospitals.
The BSC tool that helps group data from a healthcare entity was used. Financial
and non-financial data underwent a transformation with the use of distance
measures, also called development measures, which converts them to KPIs. The
author’s own proposal of a formula from the Excel and Visual Basic for
Applications programs was applied, thus allowing the healthcare entity’s data to be
efficiently transformed to the form of KPIs and sorted according to the BSC tool.
Keywords: Key Performance Indicators (KPI), Balanced Scorecard (BSC), Polish
hospitals, Managerial Control, Integrated Systems.

1. Introduction (what are KPIs)
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are a set of essential pointers that make it
possible for companies to state to what extent peripheral objectives fulfil
a company’s principal aim [13]. KPIs are financial and non-financial indicators
used in the processes to measure the level of realization the business goals [10].
The typical solution is to generate KPI on the basis of the business process
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simulation models and its included information [9]. It is difficult to have such
models when hospitals operate in a turbulent environment, thus ready business
solutions are often applied, as well as those used by, for example, western
neighbours. The selection of KPIs is an internal decision of an organisation. The
current capacity of computer systems makes it possible to control a larger number
of them; however, there should not be too many. The important and essential ones
should be selected for the area analysed.
Rather than focusing on the choice of KPIs for example by Delphi Method
[11] for hospitals, the article is centred on the transformation of data coming from
various classifications and of different character to the form of KPIs. It is
a seemingly easy process; yet practice shows that it is difficult and requires some
knowledge of statistical methods and IT solutions. The same can be noted when it
comes to selecting KPIs for monitoring the operations of a hospital. Due to the
above, the article has some application value, because the author proposes using
statistical solutions for classifying data in the form of an MS Excel program
formula completed in VBA for Application. This makes it possible to quickly
transform a large quantity of financial and non-financial data into a consistent
KPI form.
In the author’s opinion, BSC (Balanced Scorecard) is a useful tool that allows
to evaluate the completion of a hospital’s strategic activities, at the same time
improving the entity and the possibility of analysing it [7]. Ascribed to controlling,
this tool uses KPIs in an excellent way.
The final effect of the paper is an analysis of six hospitals from Lower Silesia
that uses KPI within the framework of the BSC tool. Due to the limited size of this
article and considerable scope of data generated by these hospitals and four
perspectives of the BSC, an economic analysis was presented based on averaged
financial and non-financial data from Lower Silesia Voivodeship Specialised
Hospitals in the years 2012-2016. That period was shaped by the Act of 15 April
2011 on medical activity. The period selected for the analysis was a certain stage
for the Polish healthcare before the Act of 26 April 2017 on the so-called hospital
network was introduced, which led to the reorganisation of the healthcare. The
years 2017-2020 and the near future will be extremely difficult to analyse due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. It will be hard to summarise the efficiency of „hospital
networks” under the untypical conditions, although the natural conditions were not
gentle for hospitals, either. On the other hand, the period between 2012 and 2016
seems to be a reasonable choice for the analysis, because it is still quite recent,
measurable and comparable due to the lack of any serious disturbances of
a worldwide reach in the environment.
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2. The research methodology and management tools used
The concepts and methods of managing hospitals have been changing. This is
caused by the exceptionally turbulent environment whose features are: constantly
increasing expectations of patients, organs who lead these entities and other
stakeholders; changes in legal regulations; changes in the financing of healthcare;
improvement of the knowledge and competences of managers and staff; constant
need to improve the quality of services and management [4]. Based on that,
a multidimensional tool like BSC seems to be a perfect solution.
The Balanced Scorecard is a method that combines financial and nonfinancial measures, indexes for the results of operational activity and indexes
outdoing external and internal efficiency. In the classic approach, it consists of four
perspectives: Financial, Customer, Learning and Growth, Processes. The
application of the BSC in Polish hospitals is not satisfactory. In science, especially
in the practice of foreign developed economies, the Balanced Scorecard method is
nothing new [2].
Using a complex Scorecard in practice means translating the strategy of
operations into specific and measurable objectives that are known at all structural
levels of an organisation, efficient communication, planning and integrating
undertakings, combining strategic objectives with projects such as a quality
management system, benchmarking or reengineering, the need to learn regularly
and modify objectives by monitoring changes in each KPI [4]. Those KPIs are
a perfect match with the assumptions of complex methods and management tools,
and are listed in perspectives of the scorecard [11].
One can say that KPIs originate from management by objectives, an approach
authored by Lee Iacocca who described the concept in practical terms. KPIs are
a practical tool for controlling on the operational and strategic levels; they are
specific indicators that refer to a complex measurement of an organisation’s
operations. The selection of KPIs takes place when key areas and strategic goals
are defined for a given entity, and they can then be placed in BSC perspectives.
The aim of both KPI and BSC is that the indicators show the value of a realization
in a given range, preferably between 0% and 100%, in order to monitor the course
of how an objective is achieved [6].
The set of diagnostic features used to describe the situation of hospitals
usually includes measures and indicators of different indexes and also sometimes
of different preference function. This is why these features should be freed from
indexes and made comparable, which is achieved through normalisation. The
normalisation procedure is a condition for aggregating diagnostic features with
a synthetic description of the financial situation of the entities studied [5].
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Before carrying out normalisation, it is necessary to classify diagnostic features
into three basic groups, where [5, 11]:
• stimulants are the features (variables) whose higher value implicates
a higher evaluation of an entity, and are determined by the formula:
𝑍 =
,
(1)
{

•

destimulants are the features whose higher value implicates a lower
(worse) evaluation of an entity, and are determined by the formula:
𝑍 =

•

}

{

}

,

(2)

nominants are the features for whom the recommended value is a range
of values. They are determined by two formulas:
𝑍 =
,
(3)

𝑍 =

{
{

}
}

.

(4)

In case (3), the values of a variable are smaller than the nominal value;
in case (4) vice versa, the values of a feature are higher than the
nominal value.
In formulas presented above 𝑥 and 𝑥 are primary values of diagnostic
features (e.g number of doctors value of assets see Table 1) compared to their
maximum or minimum values (depends of classify), while 𝑍 means normalized
values of those features that fall within the range from 0 to 1 (or 0% to 100%). The
solutions presented are perfectly useful while transforming various data to KPI, as
well as KPI decision matrixes based on negative and positive criteria [11].
However, with a large number of units considered for the analysis and with an even
larger quantity of data that these entities generate, this type of a solution is very
time-consuming. The next section presents the author’s proposal that can facilitate
the process of transformation.
3. Proposal of designing KPI with the use of Excel VBA
Microsoft Excel is a tool indispensable for science and analytics that is
developed all the time. The Power Pivot add-on used to be installed on its own; since
2013, it is an integral part of MS Excel [3]. Still, Power Pivot creates KPIs based on
full columns with data. At first glance, this solution is very good, but it creates one
type of KPI. It will certainly be useful in case of extremely big databases, but not all
organisations aspire to be a data wholesale house all at once. The author suggests
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a slightly easier solution that will also allow to work on a considerable number of
variables in a short time. It is necessary to create a formula by adding a module in
VBA for Application which will create KPIs based on the classification and
mathematical notation presented in point 2 hereabove under number: (1), (2), (3)
and (4). This solution, however, cannot be combined with Power Pivot (because it
does not detect new formulas). Yet, having a KPI formula, it does not seem
necessary to use this add-on. The VBA formula is the following:
Public Function KPI(zasieg As Range, target As String, proba As
Double, Optional param_A As Double, Optional param_B As Double)
As Double
k = 1
If target = "sr" Then
cel = Application.Average(zasieg)
ElseIf target = "min" Then
NieBierzZera:
If Application.Small(zasieg, k) = 0 Then
k = k + 1
GoTo NieBierzZera
Else
cel = Application.Small(zasieg, k)
End If
ElseIf target = "max" Then
cel = Application.max(zasieg)
ElseIf target = "widełki" Then
celA = param_A
celB = param_B
Else
cel = target
End If
If target = "widełki" Then
If proba <= celA Then
KPI = Application.Min(proba / celA, 1)
ElseIf celB <= proba Then
KPI = Application.Min(celB / proba, 1)
Else
KPI = 1
End If
ElseIf proba / cel <= 1 Then
KPI = proba / cel
Else
KPI = cel / proba
End If
If KPI < 0 Then
KPI = 0
End If
End Function
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Public Function KPIZ(zasieg As Range, target As String, proba As
Double, Optional param_A As Double, Optional param_B As Double)
As Double
k = 1
rodzaj_min = "ok"
If target = "sr" Then
cel = Application.Average(zasieg)
ElseIf target = "min" Then
If Application.Min(zasieg) <= 0 Then
rodzaj_min = "zero"
cel
=
Application.Average(zasieg)
+
Application.StDevP(zasieg)
Else
cel = Application.Min(zasieg)
End If
ElseIf target = "max" Then
cel = Application.max(zasieg)
ElseIf target = "widełki" Then
celA = param_A
celB = param_B
Else
cel = target
End If
If rodzaj = "ok" Then
If target = "widełki" Then
If proba <= celA Then
KPIZ = Application.Min(proba / celA, 1)
ElseIf celB <= proba Then
KPIZ = Application.Min(celB / proba, 1)
Else
KPIZ = 1
End If
ElseIf proba / cel <= 1 Then
KPIZ = proba / cel
Else
KPIZ = cel / proba
End If
Else
KPIZ = 1 - proba / cel
End If
If KPIZ < 0 Then
KPIZ = 0
End If
m
End Function
Sub test()
zxc = Application.StDevP(Range("d5:l5"))
wynik = KPIZ(Range("d5:l5"), "min", 4633888)
End Sub
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Then a new function called KPI will appear on the list of functions in
MS Excel (Figure 1). It is characterised by the parameters: scope, target, test,
parameter A and parameter B. The formula makes it possible to avoid errors that
can occur when KPI is calculated manually in Excel, as well as speed up this task.

Other targets forms:
"max" "min" "sr” or arbitrarily
Classification mathematical
notation
(1), (2), (3), (4)

range
“widełki”

If: target "max", set:
Param A = 0,9
Param B= 2,3
To get: KPI Hosp 1 = 85%

scope

Figure 1. Graphical presentation of parameters necessary for KPI function in MS Excel
Source: own preparation from MS Excel.
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When using the KPI function, the scope has to be indicated, i.e. financial or
non-financial data expressed in numbers in a given period of time (see Table 1), it
can be a number of doctors in each year that is studied or assets. The target is the
value that the entity aims at (expected value depends on the classification max.,
min. average even optimal). The formula can automatically distinguish whether it
is a stimulant (target MAX math notation (1)), destimulant (target MIN math
notation (2)) or nominant. math notation (3) and (4). In section 4, the special case
of a destimulant will be discussed, where zero (i.e. 100% completion of the
objective, e.g. the number of the deceased, the number of complaints etc.) is the
expected value. In this situation, it is necessary to use an alternative version of the
KPIZ function as shown in Figure 1. In case of a nominant, the expected value is
introduced or its range (“widełki”) is defined by determining Parameter A and B,
i.e. limit values for the expected range whose midpoint equals to the completion of
the objective and states it as 100%. Finally, the test, i.e. an indicator from a given
period in the scope studied, has to be shown. Figure 2 shows sample data (current
ratio CR=2,16 for Hospital 1). The current ratio is shown according to the classic
ratio of current assets to current liabilities. In hospitals’ practice and based on
CSIOZ orders, the solution range of 1.1-1.7 was applied which is recognised as
a very good one [12]. The range used in the formula can be applied, and the range
limit can be set as Parameter A and B. The outcome will be identical if the target
value, i.e. 100%, was set as the midpoint, i.e. 1.4. The score of 64% is not good and
does not fit into the expected range which can be illustrated in the form of KPI as
shown on Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. Graphical presentation of the distribution of the nominant on the example of the
liquidity CR ratio
Source: own preparation

Obviously, KPIs look great on a three-dimensional scale where the area of the
1.1-1.7 range means the correct results of the measure, the 0.9-1.1 and 1.7-1,9
ranges warn about irregularities, whereas the extreme ranges mean that the
objective is threatened (lack of liquidity or excess liquidity). Of course, it is always
better to have excess liquidity than a lack of it, but the sciences of finance
management generally consider low and high indicators as a sign of entity
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mismanagement. The CR indicator has been selected for a reason; it is a nominant,
and indicators of this class are the most difficult to convert into KPIs. Formulas (3)
and (4) are used for this purpose. In practice, while working on a large quantity of
data, it is necessary to change the formula at a suitable moment after exceeding the
target. The formula proposed has a condition that makes it automatically.
The next section presents the result of the transformation of the remaining
indicators placed in four classic BSC perspectives that belong to six hospitals from
Lower Silesia.
4. Analysis
Hospitals are untypical entities that operate on specific conditions and in
a turbulent environment that generate a rich scope of data with diverse parameters
and expected values. In efficiency analysis also for hospitals we collect data in two
fields: types of resources (inputs) to produce the same kinds of goods or services
effects (outputs) [1]. Six hospitals in Lower Silesia data from 2012-2016 were used
as inputs resources and outputs effect averaged in Table 1. Due to the substantial
scope of data for nearly 100 indicators, only a fragment of the database is shown
that is linked to the data selected to be transformed into KPIs. Formulas from
second point were used in MS Excel VBA presented in point 3. Transformation
according to the scheme also from point 3 allowed to receive result of the process
obtained in Table. Also classic division into four BSC perspectives has been
applied (patients, finances, processes and know-how). BSC creates an excellent
database that can be used for further consideration. The use of measures in the
form of a stimulant avoids many restrictions further use of data. It is especially
important when using the method like i.e. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) values of a destimulant nature are unfavourable, especially those with a favourable
result tending to zero. The unification of results by the KPI system eliminates this
problem and facilitates further analysis. In contrast, the DEA method allows for
vertical and horizontal measurement analysis effectiveness, in particular the
achievements of the surveyed hospitals in relation to the proposed one benchmark
(horizontal analysis), as well as the unit's own achievements in relation to its
achievements from previous years (vertical analysis).
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Table 1. Averaged-out data of hospitals from Lower Silesia from the years 2012-2016.

Source: own study.

The assumptions of the BSC tool make it possible to order data according to
the card perspectives or according to the objectives that were chosen by entities, as
measured by the data transformed into KPIs. Based on the data collected, a general
analysis was carried out to summarise the hospitals’ operations from each BSC
perspective. KPI results are presented in table 2 below. Untypical destimulants
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whose expected value is zero are worth noticing. It was solved by using the VBA
patterns presented in section 2 and formulas from section 3, i.e. KPI and KPIZ.
The task seems easy; however, in practice, with a frequently large quantity of
indicators, it is very difficult to “manually” adjust the result to the indicator class.
In case of nominants, it is particularly time-consuming. On the other hand, when
analysing hospitals, it is possible to come across events such as demise, infections,
repeated surgeries or even long-term indebtedness that would preferably be nonexistent, and in this case the zero value is positive, while KPIs should indicate
a 100% completion of the objective. It is a rather untypical phenomenon as
compared to standard IT solutions.
Table 2. KPI for Lower Silesia hospitals in the years 2012-2016.
Finance Perspective
Hos 1
Assets
100%
Operating expenses
78%
Revenue share from NFZ prod. sales in revenu 93%
Size of the contract
100%
QR indicator of current liquidity
36%
Quick ratio
65%
Totality of debts indicator
73%
Operational rentability indicator
100%
Solvency indicator
72%
Long-term liabilities
100%
Short-term liabilities
69%
SCORE
81%
Internal Processes Perspective
Hos 1
EBIDDA/Doctors
100%
EBIDDA/Nurses
100%
Number of man-days
100%
Number of patients per 1 bed
85%
Quantity of outpatient advice
59%
Number of childbirths
100%
Number of surgeries
82%
Bed occupancy
91%
Stock level
26%
Average waiting time
100%
Average length of stay
100%
SCORE
86%

Hos 2
64%
89%
90%
87%
96%
59%
49%
0%
10%
20%
39%
55%
Hos 2
73%
48%
96%
97%
29%
0%
54%
94%
57%
68%
81%
63%

Hos 3
59%
98%
92%
73%
46%
27%
40%
0%
2%
0%
21%
42%
Hos 3
0%
0%
91%
99%
100%
56%
76%
96%
35%
79%
81%
65%

Hos 4
36%
84%
93%
67%
38%
63%
90%
16%
39%
100%
81%
64%
Hos 4
31%
28%
89%
93%
69%
0%
100%
98%
23%
46%
85%
60%

Hos 5
63%
94%
91%
68%
73%
80%
85%
0%
58%
98%
60%
70%
Hos 5
0%
0%
89%
94%
2%
45%
65%
83%
32%
51%
87%
50%

Hos 6
85%
83%
100%
56%
19%
32%
70%
0%
77%
100%
100%
66%
Hos 6
99%
98%
84%
83%
30%
0%
12%
97%
69%
97%
62%
67%

As a result of using formulas, financial and non-financial data normalised to
a form characteristic for KPIs become additive and can be aggregated (added up).
Thus a synthetic measure is achieved that illustrates the economic situation of the
hospitals studied, level of completion of objectives imposed by stakeholders and
efficiency of entity management. Benchmarking is also possible with the KPIs
calculated, as presented in Table 2. Based on the results in Table 2, it is clear that
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Hospital no 1 carries out its operations best, both from the overall perspective and
specific perspectives of its activities. This is presented by the aggregated KPIs for
each perspective, which means that it fulfils the requirements stated by CSIOZ.
100% long-term liabilities means that the hospital did not have any long-term
liabilities at all (PLN 0.00), whereas the lowest short-term liabilities were those of
Hospital no 6 of an averaged-out sum of PLN 12,107,894.00 for the period studied.
In this case, it was justified to use the functions, incl. KPIZ, enumerated in the
article. The same approach was necessary when analysing the number of rejected
hospital admissions, where Hospital no 2 reported zero rejections in the whole
period of its operations, as indicated by the KPI of 100%. It can also be stated that
Hospital no 1 has substantial resources in the form of assets and contract, yet uses
them well by serving a very high number of patients and achieving a high value of
contract per patient. Hospital no 1 has high inputs like assets, size of contract in
financial field is the largest unit which gives a wide field of activity.
Internal Process Perspective includes measures determining the effectiveness
of resources used by the hospital. For most measures, the maximums were chosen
as denominator and also the best in the group were assumed as the expected value
of the development measure. However, the exceptions are measures of
a destimulating nature, when the number of deaths 0 means 100% achievement
of the intended goal of the unit. Group mean values were adopted for the level of
maintained inventories and the patient's bed index. However, for the bed
occupancy, 0.75 was assumed as the expected value; this figure is commonly used
in practice (Hospital nr 4 98% bed occupancy 0,73).
The size of hospital No. 1 is determined by the number of beds (almost 700)
and the number of doctors (146) or nurses (153) what give’s KPI on 100% level.
Obviously, achieving results is difficult with such inputs. Measure know as the
patient's stay in hospital is also a cost for the individual, hence they appear refusals,
however, from the patient's point of view, the minimal number of refusals is
satisfactory. Zero value of refusals, because they are so occur, they mean treating
the hospital's mission extremely seriously. The use of the KPIZ function has
proved useful for calculations
Using the system of measurement and assessment of hospitals’ achievements
with the BSC supplemented with the DEA method of effectiveness assessment, for
example, should lead to improved effectiveness of using the resources that are at
their disposal. The effectiveness is understood as achieving the health effects
assumed at optimum cost or maximizing the health effects with precisely defined
financial resources.
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5. Conclusion
KPI combined with BSC gives certain transparency and simplicity in further
monitoring the strategy. It makes it possible to monitor and improve processes, as
well as direct them at stakeholders while at the same time informing employees
about the level of completion of their activities and, of course, their influence on
positive results.
The article presents the use of KPI indicators based on financial and nonfinancial data of hospitals. The BSC tool was used to group the data from six
Lower Silesia hospitals from the years 2012-2016. The data was transformed using
distance measures, otherwise called development measures, which converts them
into KPIs. The author proposes his own formula of the MS Excel and Visual Basic
for Applications programs. As a result, healthcare entity’s data were efficiently
transformed into KPIs and sorted according to the BSC tool. The solution seems to
be easier and more efficient than using Power Pivot add-on, and it can be attractive
for a wide spectrum of people who have an intermediate level of skills at
MS Excel, although the solution requires some basic command of VBA. The article
also underlines the problems with transforming data into KPIs when the data are
nominants or destimulant of the zero target. Finally, an analysis was carried out
using the elementary characteristics of KPI, aggregation and additiveness, which
allowed to draw conclusions on task completion and create benchmarking for the
entities studied or efficiency analysis using DEA method even sustainability
analysis for Scorecard aspects.
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Chapter 7

PROCESS MANAGEMENT IN ORGANIZATIONS:
IMPLEMENTATIONS PERSPECTIVE
MARCIN SZPLIT
Department of Social Sciences, The Jan Kochanowski University in Kielce (UJK)
The article presents the results of research of process management and their
relation to business strategy. The introduction outlines the main reasons why companies implement Business Process Management for purposes of IT introduction.
In the next part, the author presents the results of research conducted in companies
involved in the sale and implementation of IT systems of the FutureHub cluster
operating under the Kielce Technology Park. The empirical part involves use of statistical analysis methods in order to demonstrate the relation between successful
process mapping and management and the adopted IT systems in organization.
Keywords: Business Process Management, Business Process Model and Notation,
Enterprise Integration Platform, IT strategy, IT systems.

1. Introduction
The growing dynamics of the environment, force adaptation of management
systems to the transforming organisational environments. The adaptation processes
are manifested in the use of IT systems to support business management. The article presents the results of pilot research identifying the situational and organizational determinants of Business Process Management implementation through
identification of the key factors of success.
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The presented results are part of a broader research project aimed at identification of the determinants of effective IT system implementation in business management through:
• implementation methodology analysis,
• institutional condition identification,
• situational and organisational condition identification.
2. Research methodology
For research purposes, a group of specific variables quantifiably characterising the dimensions of various potential situational and organisational conditions in
scope of effective IT system implementation supporting by business process management was established. Over the course of the research procedure, the actual
conditions, i.e., those with impact on effective IT implementation, were derived
from the group of potential conditions.
The actual determinants of effective implementation of the process approach
in business management were identified based on the responses to the questionnaire addressed to business entities registered in the FutureHub cluster operating
under the Kielce Technology Park as at the end of 2018. The questionnaire was
based on checking one or more of the proposed choices or alternatively providing
a descriptive answer.
3. Conditions for implementations BPM
A business process (BP) is a set of one or more linked procedures or activities
executed following a predefined order which collectively realize a business objective or policy goal, normally within the context of an organizational structure
defining functional roles or relationships. A process can be entirely contained
within a single organizational unit as well as it can span several different organizations [4].
Business Process Modelling, instead, is defined as the time period when manual and/or automated (workflow) descriptions of a process are defined and/or modified electronically [4]. Since both Business Process Modelling and Business Process Management share the same acronym (BPM), these activities are sometimes
confused with each other. Business Process Modelling is the activity of representing processes of an enterprise, so that the current (“as is”) process may be analysed
and improved in future (“to be”) [5].
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Introducing the BPM will address at least a couple of current challenges to the
success of enterprise systems:
• Management has few standards for appraising the maturity of their business process workflows and needs proven methods for identifying the risks
process weaknesses pose for deploying enterprise IT projects and achieving business objectives.
• Management has few proven methods for appraising the fidelity between
how tasks are actually performed and how they are described in modelbased representations of process workflows.
• The creation of standard, tailorable processes should simplify the requirements for enterprise applications and as a result will reduce the complexity
of enterprise systems.
• Management needs guidance on how to implement the business process
foundations required for organizational agility and lower operating
costs [3].
The introduction of business process management is simply an investment, which
should be planned out from the very start. For this purpose, KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) are selected. Before choosing the consultant, all businesses
should conduct an extensive analysis of requirements and use it to select the appropriate KPIs. Choosing the right performance indicators depends on several key
aspects, such as:
• size of the business,
• industry of the business,
• business strategy for the near future,
• key problems being experienced by the company [1].
4. Pilot research results
Primary data for own research was collected in the period at the end of 2019.
The research concerned enterprises operating in The Kielce Technology Park and
are involved in FutureHub cluster. The population was defined as people responsible for the implementation of IT systems in enterprises. The chosen method of
sampling is random. The sample size is a group of 11 enterprises. The selected
sample unit included the persons responsible for the IT projects, company managers, heads of IT departments or other persons appointed by managers.
The applied random selection method resulted in responses from 11 entities.
This result raises concerns about the representativeness of the research. This error
resulted both from the limited size of the surveyed population and from the reluctant cooperation of a large group of surveyed companies.
Due to the limitations resulting from the adopted sampling method, it was not
possible to apply the subjective estimation and extrapolation method. Among the
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available secondary sources, there were no data useful to analyze the issues constituting the essence of the described research, in particular those related to the corporate strategy.
The research was carried out in eleven companies involved in IT system implementation. Due to the nature of the research, it should be defined as exploratory.
The overall goal of exploratory research is to identify the problem. [2] In this type
of research, the individual conducting it is usually guided by the initial hypothesis.
• Implementation of the BPM is depending on the company's strategy.
• The implemented BPM are used at a level, which is seen by management
as unsatisfactory.
One of the first questions concerned the extent, in which the management of the
company implementing the IT system was involved in the implementation
process.
Table 1. Relation between commitment of the company's management and evaluation
of the process management
Management
commitment
Satisfaction level

Yes

No

1

0

3

2

0

1

3

0

2

4

1

0

5

4

0

Average

4.1

2.5

Standard deviation

0.6

1.4

Source: own preparation

The relation between management commitment and the satisfaction level was
verified using the Mann-Whitney U test. The calculations established that the satisfaction level of companies with management involved in the BPM project is significantly higher at the significance level of p < 0.01 (the U statistic value came
to 12.5).
Table 2 presents the relation between development of a written process management strategy and satisfaction with implementation as well as the accomplished
objectives of the BPM. The measurement is qualitative (it does not refer to the socalled hard factors such as ROI) and shows no significant differences between
companies that developed a written BPM strategy and those that did not. Meanwhile, there is a slight improvement in satisfaction with the accomplished results in
companies, which modified their general strategy in response to the challenges
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presented by the BPM. This is especially significant when we consider the fact that
organisational changes are what disrupts the balance of power within the organisation and leads to competency conflicts within its ranks. Table 2 presents the impact
of strategic factors on the level of satisfaction with the BPM and the statistical
analysis of the relations.
Table 2. Strategic factors and level of satisfaction with the IT project
Written BPM strategy

Satisfaction
with
implementation
Satisfaction
with
accomplished objectives

Changes in the company's strategy
resulting from BPM implementation

Yes

No

Yes

No

2.9

2.7

3.5

2.4

3.4

2.4

4.2

2.5

Source: own preparation

In order to compare the obtained results, the Student's t-test was used for significance of two means for 7 degrees of freedom and the level α = 0.05. The obtained calculation results are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Significance of mean differences
Satisfaction
Equal variance
assumption
Satisfaction with
implementation
Unequal variance
assumption

Equal variance
assumption
Satisfaction from
achieved goals
Unequal variance
assumption

Written
strategy
Changes
to strategy
Written
strategy
Changes
to strategy
Written
strategy
Changes
to strategy
Written
strategy
Changes
to strategy

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Source: own preparation
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Grade
average
2.9
2.7
3.5
2.4
2.9
2.7
3.5
2.4
3.4
2.4
4.2
2.5
3.4
2.4
4.2
2.5

t statistic
value

Critical
value

0.364

2.3646

1.350

2.3646

0.345

2.3646

1.354

2.3646

2.001

2.3646

2.930

2.3646

1.922

2.3646

4.129

2.3646

The obtained t value was higher than the critical value only for analysis of
significance of changes to the company's strategy and the level of satisfaction with
the accomplished objectives. Therefore, a hypothesis should be made concerning
a significant difference in the levels of satisfaction with accomplished objectives
depending on the occurrence of organisational changes in the company. The remaining tests showed that the value of the statistic is lower than the critical value
of the test, which means that the measured differences in satisfaction levels are not
statistically significant. The tests were conducted under the assumptions of both
equal and unequal variance to very similar results.
5. Conclusion
The results of statistical analyses confirmed a relation between the occurrence
of changes in the company's general strategy and the implementation of the BPM.
The occurrence of such changes significantly influenced the average level of satisfaction with the accomplished objectives in scope of BPM implementation. The
remaining differences in average levels of satisfaction were determined to be statistically insignificant. It should be noted that organisational changes involve quite
significant changes. The only factor related to assessment of BPM performance is
the occurrence of changes within its structure. However, limiting to changes in the
structure may turn out to be a mistake. It should be noted that the expression of the
BPM strategy in writing makes the implementation objectives more formal and
facilitates control at various stages of the system’s launch. Development of a written implementation strategy is particularly justified in relation to a realistically
prepared schedule of work on the system. Such a strategy turns into a tool of strategic control.
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The standard of living is becoming an increasingly popular subject for analysis
among the researchers of many scientific disciplines, including economists. The
research problem presented in the paper is the analysis of the standard of living in
Poland in 2008-2018. The adopted spatial scope covers all Polish voivodeships. The
construction of a synthetic measurement system with the use of the Hellwig
parametric method allowed for a taxonomic analysis of the standard of living in
Poland. MS Excel and Stata were used in the research. As a result of the research,
many conclusions were found. The main one is that there are some spatial
relationships in the standard of living in Poland. It may be observed that the standard
of living in the voivodeships in the western part of Poland is generally higher. The
voivodeship with the highest standard of living is Mazowieckie.
Keywords: Linear ranking methods, Hellwig’s synthetic measure

1. Introduction
The term standard of living refers to the level of wealth, comfort,
material goods and necessities available to a certain socioeconomic class in
a certain geographic area [1]. In the conditions of a changing Polish economy, the
standard of living was determined by many factors and socioeconomic and political
processes. Regular research concerning changes in the standard of living of the
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population in Poland is one of the most important tasks entrusted to economists,
because it is needed to verify the achievement of the key goals of the changes that
have been implemented in Poland [2]. Showing the current standard of living of
a given region and comparing it to that of many others provides grounds for
a reliable assessment of the state and needs of this region [3].
The aim of the study is to analyse the standard of living in Poland in 2008-2018 by voivodeship. Sixteen regions of Poland were analysed. The Hellwig's
method was used to conduct the study, which helped to create a synthetic measure
of the standard of living for the inhabitants of Poland. The analysis was based on
data taken from the Central Statistical Office.
2. Material and methodology
The Taxonomic Measure of Development introduced by Hellwig in 1968 [4]
is a method which allows standards of living to be measured. The method has been
applied in many scientific papers [5-8]. In our paper, we present the classical
approach to this method.
In order to construct a synthetic measurement system aimed at showing the
diversified standard of living in Polish voivodeships, the first step of a taxonomic
study was undertaken, i.e. the selection of diagnostic variables. In the case of
a regional analysis, data availability is crucial [9-12]. The choice of variable was
based on current research literature, as well as the timeliness, accessibility and
comparability of the data.
The first selection stage is the elimination of variables using the coefficient of
variation [13]. In keeping with the most commonly used value in the literature and
research, the critical level of this coefficient is 10%. The coefficient of variation is
calculated using the following formula:
𝑉

𝑋

=

, 𝑗 = 1,2, … . , 𝑚
̅

(1)

where:
𝑥̅ – arithmetic mean of the value of the j-th variable,
S(xj) − standard deviation of the j-th variable, where:
𝑆 𝑥

=

∑

𝑥 − 𝑥̅

(2)

The final set of diagnostic variables should show a low level of correlation
between their data, as high values for the correlation between these variables
inform us that they present similar information, which is an undesirable
phenomenon when building a synthetic measurement factor system. In order to
eliminate the highly correlated variables, the Hellwig parametric method was used,
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which was based on a reduction in the number of variables included in the
measurement factor based on the matrix. In order to implement this process, the
critical value of the correlation coefficient should be appropriately selected.
The use of a correlation matrix is one of the most appropriate methods for
determining a set of explanatory variables [14].
Variables have different directions of influence on the result variable. The
impact may be positive or negative. From the scientific point of view, due to their
nature the variables are divided into three groups: stimulants, destimulants and
nominants [15]. A stimulant is a variable whose high values have a positive effect
on the test result. The higher the value of the stimulant, the more its affect is
perceived. In the case of a destimulant, the opposite is true. The lower its value, the
more it affects the final result of the measurement factor. The nominants are the
variables for which the desired value is determined. Each increase or decrease in
value is associated with a negative impact on the level of the synthetic
measurement factor [15].
The next process in building a synthetic measurement factor is the
normalization of variable values. One of the methods of normalization is
unitization. The purpose of this method is to transform the values of the variables
expressed with different units in order to bring them to a state of comparability [6].
Unitarization is performed by the following formula:
𝑧 =

, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑚,

(3)

where:
zij - unitized value of the j-th variable for the i-th object,
xij - value of the j-th variable for the i-th object.
The final step is the method of ranking, in which, in order to ensure
comparability and additivity, the ranking of each variable is applied. The aim of
this activity is to present the standard of living in each of the Polish voivodeships
with a single indicator that takes into account all of the variables remaining after
the elimination stage. This form of the measurement factor allows us to compare
the tested objects with each other [16]. The synthetic indicator, which adequately
reflects the unitized values of the variables, takes values from 0 to 1. The higher
the value of the indicator, the higher the standard of living in a given area. The
arithmetic mean is calculated using the following formula:
𝑧 =

∑

𝑧

𝑖 = 1, … . , 𝑛 .

where:
zi - aggregate measurement factor for the j-th year
m - number of indicators included in the final calculation.
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(4)

3. Empirical analysis
In order to construct a synthetic measurement system aimed at demonstrating
the differentiated standard of living in Polish voivodeships, the first step of the
taxonomic study was undertaken, i.e. the selection of diagnostic variables. A set of
potential variables was created that relate to many categories, such as: earnings,
transport and communication, higher education, the labour market, health care,
culture and arts, population status, trade and housing and communal management
(Table 1).
Table 1. The set of diagnostics variables
Variable symbol

Variable description

X1

Population per one store

X2

Number of petrol stations

X3

Number of libraries and branches

X4

Population per cinema seat

X5

Number of live births

X6

Population per km2

X7

Number of hospitals

X8

Population per hospital bed

X9

Number of pharmacies

X10

Registered unemployment rate in%

X11

Newly created jobs in thousands

X12

Liquidated jobs in thousands

X13

Graduates of studies at the masters level

X14

University graduates per 10,000 residents

X15

Public roads with a hard surface in km per 100 km2

X16

Number of motor vehicles and tractors per 1,000 inhabitants

X17

Average monthly gross salary

X18

Percentage of the population living in cities

X19

Percentage of flats in villages equipped with central heating

X20

Water consumption of households in m3 per capita

X21

Percentage of flats in cities equipped with central heating

X22

Percentage of the population using the communal water supply, sewage
system and gas supply
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After the data set was prepared, the first stage of the elimination of diagnostic
variables was undertaken, this consisted of reducing the set by quasi-constant
variables. On this basis, four variables were eliminated: X1, X8, X16 and X21.
In order to eliminate the highly correlated variables, the Hellwig parametric
method was used, this is based on a reduction in the number of variables included
in the measurement system based on the matrix. For the purpose of the study, the
critical value of the correlation coefficient was arbitrarily set at a level of 0.6 [17].
After the data elimination phase was completed, the initial number was
reduced to five. The final variables included in the synthetic measurement system
describing the standard of living in Poland are: X9, X14, X17, X20 and X22. Each
of the variables that was finally included in the measurement system of the
standard of living was treated as a stimulant, which means that the higher value of
each of these variables is a positive phenomenon [18].
Successively, the variables were subject to unitarization and aggregation
processes. After performing these two activities, a synthetic measurement system
of the standard of living in Poland was obtained. The synthetic index ranges from
0 to 1, with higher values being more desirable.
From the Table 2 presenting the value of the synthetic measurement factors, it
may be concluded that the region with the highest standard of living is the
Mazowieckie Voivodeship. For each period analysed, the measurement factors
reached the highest values, thereby maintaining a clearly visible advantage over the
rest of the provinces. Such a result may be greatly influenced by the fact that the
Mazowieckie Voivodeship achieves the best results in as many as three out of the
five variables included in the measurement system (X9, X17, X20).
The province located just beside the Mazowieckie Voivodeship is
Dolnośląskie Voivodeship. Its measurement factors in each of the periods remained
in second place in the voivodeship ranking. The fact is that none of the variables
included in the measurement system have the highest values for the Dolnośląskie
Voivodeship. The factor causing its high position is the fact that each of the
variables, although not leading the way, achieves high values when compared to
other voivodeships.
On the other hand, the province with the lowest standard of living is
Świętokrzyskie. Despite the fact that in 2018, compared to 2008, we note an
increase in the measurement factor, it is very small, as it is only 0.01. Such a result
is due to the fact that each value from the examined variable reaches very poor
values. None of the variables is at a level that could be considered as satisfactory.
The Opolskie Voivodeship is the voivodeship that has made the greatest progress
over the analysed period. The value of the indicator increased by as much as 0.11
over the 11 years studied. This is due to an increase in the numerical value of the
indicators for the variables of graduates per 10,000 inhabitants and the percentage
of people using the communal water supply, sewage and gas networks for the last
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year of the study compared to the first. The values of these coefficients increased
by 0.31 and 0.23 respectively.
Table 2. Values of the synthetic measurement factors of the standard of living
Voivodeship

Years
2008

2018

2008-2018

DOLNOŚLĄSKIE

0.66

0.64

0.63

KUJAWSKO-POMORSKIE

0.41

0.39

0.40

LUBELSKIE

0.30

0.28

0.30

LUBUSKIE

0.25

0.25

0.23

ŁÓDZKIE

0.55

0.46

0.48

MAŁOPOLSKIE

0.42

0.51

0.48

MAZOWIECKIE

0.90

0.88

0.89

OPOLSKIE

0.22

0.33

0.32

PODKARPACKIE

0.17

0.26

0.22

PODLASKIE

0.37

0.35

0.35

POMORSKIE

0.61

0.61

0.60

ŚLĄSKIE

0.62

0.58

0.60

ŚWIĘTOKRZYSKIE

0.16

0.17

0.17

WARMIŃSKO-MAZURSKIE

0.39

0.32

0.33

WIELKOPOLSKIE

0.61

0.62

0.60

ZACHODNIOPOMORSKIE

0.54

0.45

0.49

We may also observe from the table 2 that there are two voivodeships that
have made both the greatest and an equal regression in terms of the value of the
measurement factors. They are the Łódzkie and Zachodniopomorskie
voivodeships. Their gauge level dropped by 0.09. The reason for such a decrease in
the value of the index for the Łódzkie Voivodeship, is a decrease in the unitized
index for variable X9, i.e. the number of pharmacies. The indicator for this variable
dropped by as much as 0.24 over the years studied. On the other hand, the decrease
in the measurement factor value for the Zachodniopomorskie voivodeship is caused
by a large regression in the value of the indicator for the variable of water
consumption of households in m3 per capita. The indicator of this feature dropped
by 0.27 in the tested time range.
For the purpose of generating a graphical presentation of the results,
classification intervals for each of the analysed periods were built. The
compartments and the graphics were made using the STATA computer program.
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The program divided the voivodeships into four groups which described their
standard of living (the division number is arbitrary as proposed by the authors).

Figure 1. Map of spatial differentiation in living standards in 2008

By observing the map presenting the value of the measurement factors for
each of the voivodeships, we note that the voivodeships belonging to the best
category are: Śląskie, Dolnośląskie, Mazowieckie and Pomorskie. The value of the
measurement factors in 2008 was in the range (0.61; 0.90), which meant that they
were included in this group.
The group which received a good ranking included the following
voivodeships: Zachodniopomorskie with a coefficient of 0.54, Wielkopolskie with
a score of 0.61, Łódzkie with a score of 0.55, and Małopolskie voivodeships with
the lowest score of 0.42.
The weak group is the third classification group that has emerged to describe
the standard of living in individual voivodeships in Poland. It includes the
following voivodeships: Kujawsko-Pomorskie, with the highest level of the
indicator in this group, Warmińsko-Mazurskie, Podlaskie and Lubelskie, for which
the indicator in this group is the lowest.
The last group which classifies voivodeships which is based on the standard
of living is the very weak group. It includes the following voivodeships: Lubuskie,
Opolskie, Świętokrzyskie and Podkarpackie. The indices for these regions show
values in the range [0.16; 0.28]. By observing the map above, we may conclude
that the 3 voivodeships in this range are located in the southern part of Poland. The
exception is the Lubuskie Voivodeship, which is located in the west of the central
part of Poland.
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By observing the graphics, we may note the suboptimal situation in the
eastern provinces of Poland. The voivodeships making up the eastern part of
Poland are Podkarpackie, Lubelskie and Podlaskie. All three voivodeships fall into
the categories of negatively perceived groups. The situation is relatively good in
central Poland, which includes the following voivodeships: Mazowieckie,
Wielkopolskie, Łódzkie. All of these three voivodeships are in the good or the best
classification group.
From the figure 2, it may be seen that the provinces belonging to the best
category are: Dolnośląskie, Wielkopolskie, Pomorskie and Mazowieckie. Three out
of four voivodeships in the best category are located in the western part of the
country. The only exception is the Mazowieckie Voivodeship.
The provinces in the good category are: Małopolskie, Śląskie, Łódzkie and
Zachodniopomorskie. When comparing the above graphic to the one showing the
situation in 2008, it may be noted that the Śląskie Voivodeship experienced
a regression in comparison to the first period analysed. It has been relegated from
the best to good. The category of good is still perceived as positive, but the
decrease in the value of the measurement factor is not a positive phenomenon. On
the other hand, the voivodeship that showed an increase in the classification of the
standard of living is the Wielkopolskie voivodeship. Although the measurement
factor for this voivodeship increased by only 0.01 over the period under study, it
still allowed for a promotion in classification.

Figure 2. Map of spatial differentiation in living standards in 2018

The provinces belonging to the weak category turned out to be: Opolskie,
Kujawsko-Pomorskie, Warmińsko-Mazurskie and Podlaskie. Compared to the first
period analysed, it is the Opolskie Voivodeship which is promoted in the
classification ranking. It is the source of the highest progress in terms of the value
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of the measurement factor over the eleven years analysed. The Opolskie
Voivodeship found itself in this category at the expense of the Lubelskie
Voivodeship, which was relegated to the group of voivodeships with a very poor
standard of living. The provinces belonging to this category are also:
Świętokrzyskie, Podkarpackie and Lubuskie.
By averaging the results from the eleven years studied, we may conclude that
the following voivodeships are the most prosperous: Mazowieckie, Dolnośląskie,
Wielkopolskie and Pomorskie. Based on this classification, a certain spatial
relationship may be observed. Three of the four voivodeships belonging to this
category are located in the western part of Poland. The only exception is the
Mazowieckie Voivodeship. The reason for such an exception may be that the
capital of the country, Warsaw, is located in the Mazowieckie Voivodeship.
The provinces that were placed in the good category are: Małopolskie,
Śląskie, Łódzkie and Zachodniopomorskie. The first two are located in southcentral Poland and are adjacent to each other. The Łódź Voivodeship is located to
the north of the Śląskie Voivodeship, it belongs to the same category. It is also in
the central part of the country, but more in the middle than to the south. Therefore,
a certain relationship may be observed. The only voivodeship classified in this
category, and located far from the other three, is Zachodniopomorskie
Voivodeship. It is located in the northwest of the country.

Figure 2. Map of spatial differentiation in living standards in years 2008-2018

The provinces characterized by a poor standard of living are: Podlaskie,
Warmińsko-Mazurskie, Kujawsko-Pomorskie and Opolskie. The first three of these
are located in the northern part of the country. The Warmińsko-Mazurskie
Voivodeship is adjacent to Podlaskie and Kujawsko-Pomorskie, so we may
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consider the existence of a spatial dependence. The exception in this category is the
Opolskie Voivodeship, located in the south of the country. The striking fact is that
it is surrounded by provinces belonging only to the good or very good category.
The provinces with a very poor standard of living include: Lubelskie,
Podkarpackie, Świętokrzyskie and Lubuskie. By observing the map, a certain
dependence may be perceived almost immediately. Three voivodeships belonging
to this category are located in the south-east of the country and are adjacent to each
other. These are the following voivodeships: Lubelskie, Podkarpackie and
Świętokrzyskie. The fourth voivodeship, i.e. Lubuskie, is located at the other end
of Poland, more precisely in the west. Interestingly, this voivodeship, similar to the
Opolskie Voivodeship, is surrounded by voivodeships classified with a very good
or good standard of living.
4. Conclusion
In this article, the ordering and grouping of Polish voivodeships was
conducted in 2008-2018 for the purposes of ordering and grouping them by their
standard of living. The applied aggregation method allowed for the presentation of
research results using a synthetic measurement system. The study found some
conclusions concerning the standard of living in Poland. The most important
conclusion is the visible spatial differentiation of the standard of living of the
population by voivodeship. There is a notable difference in the standard of living
between the east and the west of Poland. The results show that the western part of
the country is characterized by a better quality of life.
The study also showed a significant advantage in terms of the standard of
living in the Mazowieckie voivodeship as compared to the other voivodeships.
Such a result may be significantly influenced by the fact that the Mazowieckie
Voivodeship achieved the highest values for three out of five variables included in
the measurement system. The results of the study are in line with reality as it is the
best and fastest developing region in the country.
Our study also indicates new directions for research. Further studies may
include a comparison of the different methods for constructing the taxonomy of
a spatial measurement system for development e.g. [19, 20, 21].
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In the area of electronic banking, positive changes are constantly taking place in
relation to customers. The continuous improvement in online systems and platforms
is caused by increasing levels of competition and higher demands from consumers.
The research problem presented in the paper is an analysis of internet access to
electronic banking using a set of selected banks in Poland. The surveys were
conducted in 2020. For most of the banks surveyed, the performance of activities
such as making transfers, opening accounts or submitting online applications
commonly occurred. The research also shows that users of both mobile applications
and electronic platforms constantly change their passwords and use anti-spam
programs. This study has significantly contributed to develop an understanding of
how electronic banks platforms leverage progress in information technologies to
fulfil the expectations of their young customers.
Keywords: e-banking, banking service, financial products

1. Introduction
Electronic banking comprises new, powerful mechanisms for consumers to
both manage their financial resources and to conduct analyses and make decisions
concerning those resources [1]. Electronic banking is one of the fastest growing
segments of the financial market, and recently its usage has increased
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considerably [2]. Due to the fact that it is a widely available way to access banking
services via the Internet, more and more people are opting for this solution. The use
of electronic banking is far more comfortable for platform users, and the number of
bank branches is decreasing every year. This phenomena is also related to the
worsening situation of the various banking institutions. All banks on the market
present their clients with better offers, improved mobile applications and compete
with the services they provide.
Electronic banking may be understood in different ways. According to
Świecka [3], the concept of internet banking is an electronic banking instrument
that serves as an alternative to a bricks and mortar branch, by using the Internet to
provide banking services. Chmielarz [4] defines it as a complex of services, which
has a diverse organizational and financial character, based on modern technology.
Kisiel [5] said that the concept of electronic banking should include multiple
banking services, the functioning of which is essentially based on the use of the
network. For example, Janc and Kotliński [6] believe that the above-mentioned
concept is aimed at improving and accelerating the execution of orders by bank
customers and is related to the use of communication and IT systems.
One should also bear in mind the danger of internet and banking mobility.
The number of cybercriminals is increasing along with the growing number of
users. Unfortunately, the computers of individuals are not as well protected and
secured as those in banks. Cybercriminals just wait for a bug in the system and use
better and better hacking techniques. In particular, young people who are used to
carrying out their banking activities via a smartphone are more at risk. In their
work to date, safety in banking has been studied by, among others, Białas [7],
Gospodarowicz [8], this study, i.e. concerns that Poles share about the security of
IT systems and attacks on them by hackers. Security is a state of non-threat, peace,
harmony and undisturbed functioning which relates to the entirety of the
institution's teleinformation systems along with the information contained therein
and to the services provided by them which is used for the implementation of
statutory tasks. This state of affairs should be defined in the context of the
institution's needs, it should be achieved and maintained over time. Unfortunately,
along with the development of electronic banking, the risk of performing
operations among users has increased dramatically. These risks are in some
respects a kind of barrier to the development of this form of banking. According to
Gospodarowicz [8], security is a state characterized by a specific level of attributes,
i.e. availability, confidentiality, authenticity, reliability, trustworthiness.
At present a gap exists in the literature with regard to the subject matter of the
current research. Hence, the aim of the paper is to compare the electronic platforms
of selected banks that are used by students in Poland. These studies will provide
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valuable information to the personnel in banks and other financial institutions who
are responsible for marketing and help them to distribute their electronic banking
products for students. As such, we hope to gain an additional insight into the
advantages and disadvantages of the use of electronic banking by students and use
these outcomes to gain a competitive edge in the marketplace during the pandemic.
The ongoing pandemic (COVID-19) has emphasized the requirement for
e-banking and has also had a critical influence on the usage of conventional
banking [9] and consequently an increase in the use of e-banking platforms has
been observed. Therefore, data were obtained on the basis of two online surveys
which were carried out in the period of the 1st and 4th quarter of 2020. As the first
study did not take into account the use of e-banking during the COVID-19
pandemic, the study was re-run and compared the changes (if any) that had taken
place. 252 students took part in the first sample, and 182 took part in the second
phase. We conclude the paper with the implications of the findings and present
some suggestions for future research.
2. Methods and materials
A questionnaire was used to collect the necessary data, which served as the
primary data to answer the research objectives regarding the perception of students
concerning electronic banking in Poland. The survey was conducted via an online
platform which enabled responders to add valuable input to the study. The first
survey was conducted in the first quarter of 2020. The first study was conducted on
the students of the Maria Curie-Skłodowska University on 252 students, in the
following selected age groups (see Table 1): 19-26 (I); 27-36 (II); over 36 (III).
Table 1. Table showing gender, age, place of residence of the students as a percentage
of the total number of students surveyed – survey no.1
Sex

Age

Men

Women

I

II

III

30.2%

69.8%

88.1%

9.9%

2.0%

Place of residence
Village

29.0%

City to 100
thousand
inhabitants
17.9%

City between
101-500
thousand
inhabitants
42.9%
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City between 501
thousand 1 million
inhabitants
5.8%

City over
1milion
inhabitants
4.4%

In the second survey 182 students took part. The questionnaire consisted of
two major parts including a section for the respondent’s basic data (e.g. gender, age
– see Table 2) and another for the responses to our research. Both sampling has
been followed to collect primary data from a study sample through a crosssectional approach.
Table 2. Table showing age, gender, education and work levels – survey no.2
Age

Sex

19-24

25-30

over 30

Men

Women

85.8%

9.8%

4.4%

29.0%

71.0%

Education/work
I study

I work

I study and work

50.8%

4.9%

44.3%

3. Data analysis – survey no. 1
The proportion of students who used electronic banking was examined, and if they
did not, they were required to state a reason. Out of the 252 people who filled in
the questionnaire, only 27 people did not use this type of banking, i.e. 11% of
respondents. The following are the reasons why these people chose not to conduct
their banking transactions online:
• ‘I do not feel the need to use this form of banking’ (33.3%).
• ‘Due to security concerns’ (29.6%).
• ‘I prefer personal contact with a bank employee’ (14.8%).
3.1. Research concerning the factors influencing the choice of banking services
With regards to the results of the research, it is safe to say that electronic
banking plays a key role in the lives of bank customers. The results presented from
the study show that the rate of growth in online customers is increasing, which is
far more beneficial for banking companies due to, inter alia, to save funds for
employees' salaries. It is important to emphasize that there are many indications
that bank branches will be completely replaced by online banking in the future. For
every person using electronic banking, the bonus of saving time is extremely
important to them, this is due to the number of activities during the day, as well as
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online security. The results of the safety significance study indicate that, although
over 51% of respondents fully trust their electronic banking, they still use security
measures related to the protection of their bank accounts.
In the forefront of the banks selected in Poland by UMCS students, PKO
Bank Polski was chosen by 34.1% of respondents, mBank produced a result of
20.2% while Bank Pekao S.A. assumed third place (16.3%). The least frequently
chosen banks in the same set of results are Cooperative Banks, Idea Bank and Nest
Bank with a result of 0.8% of users. The results are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Number of bank accounts held by respondents in %
% of account holders at selected banks
Bank
among the respondents
PKO Bank Polski
34.1%
mBank
20.2%
Bank Pekao S.A.
16.3%
Bank Millennium
15.1%
ING Bank Śląski
11.9%
Santander Bank
6.7%
BNP Paribas
5.6%
Getin Bank
5.2%
Alior Bank
4.8%
Credit Agricole
3.6%
Bank Spółdzielczy
0.8%
Idea Bank
0.8%
Nest Bank
0.8%

The most commonly chosen factor which influenced the choice of the bank
was a favourable offer, which was selected by 176 people whereas
a recommendation from family and friends was selected by 160 people. The least
popular choice was the attractive price, which was chosen by 49 people.
When comparing the features of electronic banking, the vast majority placed
the option of convenience of use in the ‘very good’ category - 165 people.
Reliability and speed of operation and the choice of services were classified as
good by the majority of the respondents, permanent access to the account was
classified by 171 people as ‘very good’ and security was classified by the vast
majority as ‘good’.
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Table 4. Data given in terms of the number of people, indicating selection factors
Advantageous offer
Recommendation from family or friends
The ability to access the account 24 / h
Branch location
Good price

176
160
121
61
49

Table 5. Features of electronic banking as selected by a given number of people
Bad

Poor

Average

Good

Very good

Convenience

6

6

14

84

165

Reliability and speed of operation

1

2

16

121

109

A wide range of services

0

2

24

111

100

Permanent account access

0

0

5

59

171

Security

2

4

39

120

89

At present, all of the banks are competing with each other with regard to their
offers and conditions. Research has shown that most of them have very similar
offers which are targeted at specific social groups. In order to hit the nail on the
head in terms of attracting customers, banks must create ever more fans of concepts
that are designed to capture the hearts of such a group. Firstly, this is an
appropriate solution as young people can try to become independent by having
such a bank account. Secondly, the state of modernity is constantly advancing over
time, so friends can make simple transfers between each other or they can make
payments without carrying cash. This is also a plus as it protects us, to some extent,
from theft when our funds are deposited in the account. Thirdly, banks are to an
increasing extent encouraging us to create online accounts, however, this is also
associated with a greater pressure to have one. The disadvantages of internet
banking were also investigated.
A large majority of respondents, i.e. 74.7%, believe that their banking system
has no flaws. The highest percentage result (19.1%) among the remaining ones is
the lack of personal contact with an employee, difficulties in using electronic
banking (6.7%) and the last, and thus the least frequently selected disadvantage, is
the high cost of account maintenance (2.2%).
3.2. Safety characteristics based on test results
Security is the fundamental basis in the use of electronic banking. It is the
responsibility of the banks to update their websites in order to speed up operations
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and fulfil their tasks as requested by their consumers in a more efficient manner.
However, not everyone is fully convinced about the benefits of internet
applications and banking websites. These client concerns include poor performance
and the possibility of being fooled by a fake bank website. More than half of the
respondents (51.6%) stated that they fully trust their electronic banking service.
The other group of students (48.4%) held the opinion that it is not completely safe,
and have some reason to believe this.
There are certain factors that influence the concerns of bank customers, which
are obviously not unfounded. The next task of the students was to identify the
factors which caused the greatest concern when using the websites of banks. As the
study showed, 152 people are most afraid of having their account hacked by
unauthorized persons, which is as many as 67.6% of all students. In second place,
the biggest concern is the theft of the login details or password of the user - as
many as 124 people chose this option. Viruses were next - 84 people chose that
option, account access by unauthorized persons, as well as being fooled by a fake
bank website, which was a concern mentioned above, was selected by 62 people.
As it turned out, only 12.9% of the respondents are not afraid of anything.
The steps taken by the respondents to secure their online account:
1. The use of complicated and difficult passwords and usernames.
2. Checking if the connection is encrypted to avoid fake bank websites.
3. Using anti-spam programs and also using a firewall to protect their
accounts.
4. Having more than one bank account based in different banks.
As for the types of security used by the respondents, almost half (49.1%) use a onetime SMS password as well as masked passwords - 41.8%. A type of security with
the same degree of popularity is the fixed password, this was chosen mainly by
people who are not worried about security in the banking network - 41.3%. One of
the best-known security features is a one-time code, which appears more and more
frequently when clients are making a transfer, for example, or when they wish to
approve of certain activities - such an answer was given by 71 people, i.e. 31.6%.
The types of security that were recognized as being the least used by the students
were an electronic signature, i.e. 9.3% and a course chosen by 14 people.
4. Data analysis - survey no. 2
The second survey showed that over 85% of students who responded are aged
19-24, and women were the most likely to participate in the study - over 70%. Over
44% of students study and work simultaneously in order to make a living.
In this classification, Bank PKO B.P. fared best, with a result of 56 active
users of the iPKO internet platform, which gives a percentage result of 30.6%.
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Bank PEKAO S.A. can be found in the forefront along with mBank - the most
mobile bank in Poland. The survey showed that out of 183 people, as many as 180
use electronic banking (98.4%). More than half of the respondents (57.2%), when
asked whether their use of electronic banking had changed, replied that nothing had
changed. On the other hand, 73 people (40.6%) replied that they use electronic
banking more often.

Credit Agricole
Bank…
Santander Bank
Nest Bank
Alior Bank
Getin Bank
BNP Paribas
ING Bank Śląski
Bank…
mBank
Bank PEKAO S.A.
PKO B.P.
0

2
9
4
6
7
2
11
18
16
36
37
56
10

20

30

40

50

60

Figure 1. Number of active bank account holders in individual banks
Table 6. Location of electronic banking use
Location
Home
93.9%

Work
1.1%

Library
0.6%

Others
4.4%

According to the respondents, some features of their electronic banking
experience changed during the pandemic. As many as 45% of respondents referred
to the speed of operation of their internet platforms. This is obviously due to the
surge of people who have started to conduct their banking activities over the
Internet and they all tend to be active at the same time. 31.7% of people indicated
the choice of services which took second place. During the compulsory boom in
e-banking, banks introduced new offers and services to outdo the competition. As it
turns out, the third most frequently indicated feature that has changed is security,
this was emphasized by 26.1% of the respondents. The remainder of the survey
showed that the rest did not notice any changes to their platforms. Following
research into the security of internet platforms, only 28.3% (51 people) are more
concerned about their online security due to the increase in remote banking. The
remaining 129 people said there was no need to worry. Of course, all of this is
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relevant to the protection of personal data - mainly logins and passwords on bank
websites. However, 74.4% of respondents, due to the increase in the number of
active users, do not change them more often than before the pandemic. It is very
important to change passwords regularly to avoid putting the money in your bank
account at risk. This is the opinion of 15.6% of people. The rest, i.e. 18 people
(10%), change passwords and logins more often for the sake of greater security.
When interviewees were asked whether they thought the COVID-19 situation
had significantly affected e-banking, there were many different answers, but also
overlapping ones. The most common ones referred to difficulties in logging in and
frequent messages regarding the occurrence of fraud attempts and scams. The
change was notable with regard to the quality and range of services offered by the
banks, for example, the introduction of card payments without the requirement to
enter a PIN code for withdrawals of up to PLN 100. Closed branches, especially in
the smaller towns, resulted in the exclusive use of platforms. This form of banking
and also payment card use began to be adopted everywhere, for fear of contracting
the virus. This, of course, along with the increase in the above-mentioned channels
of access to banking and financial services, forced banks to engage additional
funds, both in terms of human resources and technology. According to many, the
security of both platforms and mobile applications has improved, or it will improve
substantially in the future. The continuous improvement of websites, even down to
changing the graphics, plus the addition of new offers forces the competition to act,
which in turn results in better products at lower prices. The current situation has
also significantly influenced the functioning of banks with regard to online
payments due to, inter alia, disseminating non-cash payments, i.e. BLIK, card
payments. The pandemic has also encouraged e-banking 'defenders' to take
advantage of it. In order to meet the expectations of customers in various age
categories, banks had to fine-tune their options in order to make their use easier for
every user, especially the elderly.
It is widely known that there are several basic changes that both bank
customers and the banks themselves have faced. Firstly, a credit vacation took
place for all customers. Over the next few weeks, several thousand borrowers
decided to postpone their loan repayments. The tightening of the rate in mortgage
loans was also notable. Obtaining such a loan was extremely difficult, because the
payment of a standard 20% own contribution was already insufficient. Financial
allowances for account holders were one of the original ideas of the banks –
thereby releasing their clients from certain fees in the account price list. However,
this privilege was applied more frequently to business accounts. A drastic reduction
in interest rates was also a very important change. In cases where there had been no
change for many years before the onset of the pandemic, this event suddenly led to
low rates on term deposits. As a part of their anti-crisis shield, the government's
introduction of restrictions led to a reduction in the limits of non-interest costs.
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5. Conclusions
The paper contributes to the development of the literature concerned with
electronic banking in Poland by providing knowledge on electronic platforms of
selected banks and illustrate which online banking are most typically selected by
students. As research be [10, 11] demonstrates, users of electronic banking differ
on the country. According to [12], electronic banking quality is the main indicator
of customer satisfaction that motivates the customer to choose the banks. [13]
found that customer are highly satisfied with electronic banking, many other
studies (e.g. [14-17]) also found significant results. In Poland, research on the
electronic banking is lacking.
Our study has led to several important insights. Due to the constant
adjustments of online platforms, clients have come to expect increasingly higher
performance from them and are trying to choose a bank that would be able to
provide them with the best conditions. This makes sense as further research is
directing the developers of these platforms to make even more favourable changes.
The epidemiological situation may affect future research results, and this
study could be expanded to describe additional factors and functions in future
online banking. Functions such as a contactless payment of up to PLN 100 without
entering a PIN code or the creation of an account online without the requirement to
provide certain documents, helps to prevent the spread of COVID-19. The results
obtained from the first study show that the vast majority of banks have almost
identical offers and similar security measures for their online platforms and mobile
banking. Improvements to the process of changing passwords or updating antispam programs have a significant impact on the difficulty of hacking data or
unauthorized login attempts. One important conclusion is the fact that young
people with a bank account become more independent, this is influenced by many
factors, e.g. setting up savings accounts. This, of course, has a huge impact on their
future. The bank most often chosen by students is PKO Bank Polski with a result of
84 active users, and the second choice is mBank, which is known as the most
mobile bank in Poland. In conclusion, according to the results of the survey,
consumers most often choose a bank following the recommendation of family or
friends, and this is also related to the most advantageous offer of the selected
institution.
The findings from the research may be used by banks and financial
institutions planning further online services for their customers with a focus being
placed on students. Also, the results of this research can assert for the banking
sector that apart from offering useful services, they need to improve the security of
electronic banking in Poland.
The findings of this study should be interpreted by considering the limitations
of the study. Firstly, the sample employed an academic community of just one
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university to obtain subjects, who may not be representative of the general
population of students in Poland. Secondly, the relatively small size of the sample
somewhat limits generalizations. Nevertheless, since this research is exploratory,
this limitation creates an opportunity for future research.
In a future research study, the preferences of Polish students with regards to
the factors affecting the adoption of electronic banking may undergo analysis.
Secondly, future researchers could also use other methods of data collection e.g.
face-to-face interviews in order to gain the responder’s trust and receive more
responses to sensitive questions. Redoing the study in a post COVID context would
also be an interesting avenue of research.
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Chapter 10

SELECTED ISSUES OF DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER TOOLS
FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE PROCESS OF RECONSTRUCTION
AND REVITALIZATION OF ENDANGERED LANGUAGES
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The scope of the paper is about the development of computer tools dedicated for
linguists, philologists, and translators. The authors, basing on the concepts of controlled language, which is a subset of a given natural language, developed the generator of syntactic structures for the Danish and Norwegian languages. The controlled
language is invented as a system, which is opened both semantically and syntactically. The generator of syntactic structures is a basis for construction of Machine-Aided
Human Translation (MAHT) system. Such MAHT system makes it possible to create correct syntactically and semantically utterances, even in the case of persons
who do not know a given language at all or know it only to some narrow extent.
Such generators of syntactic structures and MAHT systems can be further used in
the area related to reconstruction and revitalization of endangered languages, which
is a central topic of the paper.
Keywords: syntactic structures generators, Machine-Aided Human Translation
(MAHT), computer tools dedicated for linguists, philologists and translators, endangered languages
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1. Introduction
The precise number of languages used now in the world is not possible to be
determined accurately. This is because, we do not know any precise criteria basing
upon which it would be possible to decide, in a given case, whether we have a totally separate language or only deal with some dialectic variants of a certain language [1].
Whether some dialectic variant of a given language is seen as a separate language, it is often the case of the politics. Objective opinions of the linguists are in
many cases not important here [6].
For example, Serbian and Croatian are considered now as two separate languages. But several years ago there was only one Serbo-Croatian languages common for the Serbs and the Croats. In the fact, the differences between the two languages are rather of the minor nature and they consider some selected lexical items,
its pronunciation, and some syntax peculiarities of both variants. But, it does not
make, in any case, the mutual communication between the user of the both language variants impossible or even difficult [5].
The linguists estimate the total number of languages used at present in the
world at about 7000. The half of this number are languages which are considered
as endangered to different degrees. They say that by the end of our century the half
of the languages spoken today will extinct. Statistically, every two weeks somewhere in the world one language dies. The moment of the death of the language is
identical with the moment of the death of its last user.
There are some regions in the world where endangered languages are especially abundant (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Endangered languages of the world
Source: http://www.endangeredlanguages.com/
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Of course, many endangered languages are also present in the teritory of
Europe. As an example we can enumerate the north germanic Norn language [8].
It is not exactlly known when the Norn language ceased to exist. It is possible that it
was still spoken in the beginning of the 20. Century. In Fig. 2 we present a sampple
of the text in the Norn language. Now some efforts are made to reconstruct and
revitalize that extinct European language as the Nynorn language, which is to some
degree an artificial alnguage reconstructed basing upon many its dialectic variants.

Figure 2. A sample of the text in the Norn language.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norn_language

The process of extinction of small languages constitutes a serious problem
especially for the linguists, who claim that their research material is vanishing and
in several years there will be nothing to be examined by them. So, it seems valuable to preserve some knowledge about the languages, which are endangered and
probably will finally extinct in the near future [6].
One of the most renown in the world initiative is “The Rosetta Project”. The
scope of this project is a disc made of platinum and other precious metals which
can survive probably for many thousands of years. On both sides of this disc there
are written lists of most frequent words used in more than 1000 languages of the
world. The purpose of “The Rosetta Project” is such that in the future, when many
of these languages will have been extinct, some knowledge of then will still survive
in form of the list of words written on the platinum disc.
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In the opinion of the authors such enterprise is not sufficient if we want to reconstruct and revitalize a language in the future. The list of most frequently used
words does not constitute the whole knowledge about a given language. We also
must have some knowledge about the morphology of the words and we must know
the syntactic rules in order to reconstruct the extinct language and then try to revitalize it.

Figure 3. The platinum disc of “The Rosetta project”.
Source: https://rosettaproject.org/

To achieve this goal we propose to construct comuter programs in the form of
syntactic structure generatora that would allow to preserve the knowledge of both
the lexical stratum of the language and also about its morhology and syntax.
2. Syntactic structures generators
The most important thing is to preserve the knowledge of the language which
is already extinct or is seriously endangered by extinction. For this purpose the
authors of the paper propose to use some techniques developed by linguistic engineering. In the first step we propose to construct a controlled languages for the
endangered languages. A controlled language is a subset of the natural language. In
most cases a controlled language is lexically opened, so new lexical items can be
systematically added to its databases. Sometimes, controlled language is also syntactically opened, so new grammatical rules can be introduced [7].
Basing on a controlled languages we then build syntactic structures generators, which are computer programs, by the medium of which a user can compose
syntactically correct sentences in a given natural language. The further step is to
build basing on the developed syntactic structures generators also some Machine-
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Aided Human- Translation (MAHT) systems in order to make possible to translate
into a selected endangered languages.
The algorithms of the syntactic structure generators are mostly based on context-free formal grammars, which were proposed by Chomsky. In order to build
a syntactically correct sentence, we start with the beginning symbol S. Then we can
choose one of the several productions, by the means of which we transform the
beginning symbol S into a sequence of other symbols that are non-terminal and
terminal symbols. The we fire other rules by the media of which we transform all
non-terminal symbols into terminal ones [9].
At the present time the authors are working on the syntactic structures generators for the north Germanic Scandinavian languages such as Norwegian and Danish.
In the next step the obtained results will be extended to another north Germanic
Scandinavian languages, which are endangered or are already extinct such as Faroes
and Norn languages.
The syntactic structures generators, which are being developed by the authors
of this paper, are written in the Python programming language and they have
a graphical user interface in the form of windows with buttons. By clicking the
appropriate buttons the user can generate syntactically correct sentences in a given
north Germanic Scandinavian language.
Using the syntactic structures generator is simple and intuitive and the user is
doing nothing more than clicking the selected buttons to pass to next step. In the
final step a whole sentence is constructed. The user can be sure that the sentence is
syntactically correct, but the semantics of the sentence is not checked here.
The graphical user interface of the system in developed in the Polish language
but in the future we plan to make also another language version of the program,
especially its English version. The cooperation of the user with the program of
syntactic structures generator is as following.
In the first step the user must determine the type of the sentence, which is being generated by him/her. The user can choose a sentence both in active or passive
voice (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Selection of the type of generated sentence
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In the next step the user must determine what is the subject of generated sentence.
It can be a personal pronoun, a noun or a noun phrase (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Selection of the type of subject

In the case when the user selected the personal pronoun he/she must also select its
proper form (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Selection of the type of personal pronoun

In the next step the user chooses the tense or mode of the sentence which he/she
wants to generate (Fig. 7).
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Figure 7. Selection of tense or mode of the generated sentence

In the case when the user selected the option of modal verb he/she must then
determine the tense in which this verb will be used and must also select one of six
Danish modal verbs (Fig. 8).

Figure 8. Selection of modal verb and its tense
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In the next step the user determines the type of verb phrase of the sentence, which
is being constructed. The user can choose the verb phrases, which are nontransitive, transitive or reflective (Fig. 9).

Figure 9. Selection of the type of verb phrase

Finally, the user obtaines the whole sentence, which he/she has generated by
clicking the appropriate buttons (Fig. 10). In our case this is a simple sentence of
the type of SV (Subject – Verb) with non-transitive verb phrase. The sentence,
which was composed by the user, sounds : “hun kunnet addere” which means:
“she has been able to add”.

Figure 10. The sentence generated by the system

Of course, we cannot present in this paper all the possible variants of the interaction of the user with our program of syntactic structure generator, just because
there are too many of them so as we could discuss them all in some detail. So, we
presented only selected basic ones of them.
For example, if the user chooses the noun phrase as a subject of the sentence
he/she must determine in the next step, whether such sentence is preceded by an
article and what is the form of the adjective (Fig. 11).
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Figure 11. The selection of the form of an article and adjective

3. Final conclusions
In the article we presented the basic information concerning our syntactic
structures generator. We developed such syntactic structures generators for the
Danish and Norwegian languages. In the next step we intend to develop analogical
syntactic structures generators for the Faroese language, which is potentially
endangered, and the extinct the language of Norn [8].
The further works of the authors will aim towards the construction the systems of Machine-Aided Human Translation (MAHT), which could facilitate the
process of translation into endangered languages [2, 10]. The constructed by the
authors syntactic structures generators constitute the basis for the construction of
such MAHT systems [3].
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